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ABSTRACT
A Framework for Curriculum Development For
Portuguese Students in the United States
February 1983
Maria Adelaide Gregorio dos Santos da Fonseca Pires
B.A., M.Ed., and Ed.D. University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Gloria de Guevara
This dissertation addresses the particular needs of
Portuguese emmigrant children attending overseas schools in
the United States in general and in Massachusetts in
particular. A curriculum for 6th grade social studies
was developed following Paulo Freire's principle of dialogue.
Students and parents were actively involved in all the
stages of the development of the curriculum and throughout
its later implementation and evaluation.
The dissertation is divided into five chapters.
Chapter One discusses the problem, purposes, significance,
delimitations and methodology. Chapter Two consists of a
review of the literature accompanied by an overview of
schooling in Portugal. Chapter Three consists of the
curriculum which is the main object of the study. The
curriculum contains an introduction discussing anthropo-
logical and sociological concepts, a unit on geography oi
Portugal, and eight units on the history of Portugal. The
IV
goals of the curriculum as jointly determined by parents,
students and teacher in a dialogical process were;
1. To meet the needs of the oversea schools students.
2. To adequately prepare the students for the final
evaluation conducted by the Portuguese government.
«
3. To prepare the students to advance in their
education
.
4. To provide students with a knowledge of their
history and culture.
5. To help the students to know themselves better in
order to be proud of being Portuguese.
Chapter Four presents the results of several evaluation
activities conducted as essential components of the study.
It presents a goal by goal analysis in terms of the level of
achievement reached by the students. Even though dialogue
was maintained throughout the conduction of most of the
evaluation activities some specific measures were dictated
by Portuguese officers representing the Portuguese govern-
ment. (The school falls under Portuguese laws.) The
overall results indicate that all five goals were achieved.
Chapter Five discusses the findings presented in Chapter
Four. It also advances recommendations for the improvement
of the curriculum.
v
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Statement and Discussion of the Problem
In Massachusetts there are six Portuguese Overseas
Schools at this moment. These schools are located in
Ludlow, Hudson, Framingham, Peabody, Lowell, and Milford.
Other Portuguese communities plan to open overseas schools
in the near future. An overseas school is a school
created for the Portuguese community around the world, to
teach Portuguese language and culture to the immigrant
children. These schools are recognized and partially
funded by the Portuguese Government.
As a Portuguese teacher in the Ludlow overseas school,
this researcher has become aware of the need for a
curriculum that will adequately serve this kind of school.
Most of the books used are supplied by the Portuguese
government and are not always appropriate to the needs of
the students in these schools. Some reasons and results
for these inadequacies are:
a. Students who plan to go back to Portugal to
continue their education do not have the necessary
knowledge to advance in their education.
1
2Furthermore, the curriculum does not provide the
students with a knowledge of their history and
culture
.
b. Since the revolution of 1974, the programs change
almost every year and there is no consistency in
the curriculum.
c. There are no appropriate materials available based
on the needs of students in these programs.
In Portugal the sixth grade of schooling is of crucial
importance in a student's life. If the child lives in a
rural area, it is necessary for him/her to go to the city
to attend high school, and most of the time the student
must stay there. Then the student has to readjust him/
herself to new teachers, a new system, new friends and
being outside of his/her family. When the child is from an
overseas school, the adjustment problems are even greater.
This is the period of adolescence when the child needs to
talk and be open; needs to have some adult with whom to
discuss his/her own problems. Yet all students have to
confront a new school life after the sixth grade whether
from urban areas, rural areas or overseas schools. The
preparation of students, the amount of knowledge acquired,
has a very important impact on the further schooling of
the student. Because of this, the sixth grade in Portugal
needs extra attention from parents and teachers. It is
3necessary to prepare the student to integrate into
and not just to adapt to the new school-life. The
difference between these two concepts is highlighted by
Paulo Freire, a Brazilian educator: "The integrated
person is person as subject. In contrast, the adaptive
person is person as object, adaptation representing at
most a weak form of self-defense."^
Because of its importance, this grade has been the
focus of this dissertation. A social studies curriculum
was developed to be used with sixth graders in Portuguese
Overseas Schools. This curriculum was developed using the
i
educational ideas of Theodore Brameld, Paulo Freire and
Robert Sinclair.
Purposes of Study
Since a relevant and meaningful curriculum is essential
for the effectiveness of any program, this study
concentrated on developing such a curriculum. The
curriculum is in social studies and is to be used in the
sixth grade of Portuguese overseas schools.
There is a need to assure that the inadequacies of the
current curriculum are dealt with, so that students in
overseas schools are provided with the knowledge that they
need to advance in their education. Therefore the main
focus of this study was to deal with these inadequacies
by developing a curriculum to be used in overseas schools.
In preparing the curriculum the following objectives were
taken into consideration:
4
a. To develop a curriculum in social studies for
sixth graders that: (1) meets the needs of the
overseas school students, (2) adequately prepares
the student for the Portuguese final examination,
(3) prepares the student to advance in his/her
education, (4) provides students with a knowledge
of their history and culture.
b. To field test the designed curriculum under
prescribed conditions.
c. To make recommendations based on the results of the
field test.
d. To implement the designed curriculum at the
selected site with the selected target population.
Significance of the Study
This was the first attempt to design a curriculum that
meets the real needs of the overseas schools population in
Massachusetts. The curriculum is relevant to the needs of
the students since they helped to develop it by being an
instrumental partner in the determination of the objectives,
the activities and the materials to be selected. By doing
this there was a significant departure from the common ways
5of creating curriculum both in the public and the private
schools in the Commonwealth. In the process of developing
the curriculum, the students developed critical thinking
skills. This curriculum can be used or adapted to be
used in other overseas schools. It provides a consistent
curriculum that helps alleviate the lack of materials
available in Portuguese overseas schools.
Delimitations of the Study
The study was delimited by the following factors:
1. It dealt only with Social Studies.
2. It dealt only with the sixth grade.
3. The population was limited to the 20 sixth grade
students enrolled in the Portuguese school located
in Ludlow.
4. Only design and implementation of the curriculum
were conducted. Some attempts were made to evaluate
this curriculum but not all aspects of it.
Definition of Terms
Overseas school—created for the Portuguese communities
around the world in order to teach Portuguese language and
culture to emigrant children. These schools are recognized
by the Portuguese Government which gives them some
financial
support also.
6Objectives—statements describing an instructional out-
come, rather than an instructional process or procedure.
It describes results, rather than the means of achieving
those results. Objectives are useful tools in the design,
implementation and evaluation of instruction.
Feedback—procedures, built into a system, which provide
information on how well the actual performance of the
system matches the planned performance.
Performance—what the learner is to be able to do.
Needs Assessment in Curriculum—specific problems the
curriculum designer attempts to resolve. The term needs
assessment refers to an array of procedures for identifying
and validating needs and establishing priorities among
them.
Escola do Magisterio Primario—School of Education where
teachers are trained.
Instituto Superior Tecnico—Technical College.
Civic Service—unpaid public service for one year, in any
field, before being accepted to the University.
Ano propedeutico—an introductory year, before being
accepted to the University. The student has to work one
7year, without payment, in the field in which he/she wants
to continue his/her education.
Design and Methodology of the Study
Site . Implementation of the curriculum took place at the
Portuguese Official School, located at 384 Winsor Street,
Ludlow, Massachusetts. This school was created on
December 22, 1972. It was recognized by the Portuguese
Government in March 1973. However, the government did not
give any financial support to the school until December
1974. The Portuguese Official School was registered with
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts on January 9, 1979 as a
Non-Profit Organization, by the Portuguese community.
According to Article II of the corporation
the purpose of the corporation shall be to establish
and maintain a school or schools that provide for the
teaching of elementary and secondary education
subjects. The school or schools may further develop
programs to promote other educational, cultural and
social needs of the Portuguese community. The
corporation shall have such other purposes as are
permitted to a corporation organized under Chapter
180 of the Mass. Gen. Laws. 2
Population . Twenty Portuguese students enrolled in the
overseas school in Ludlow were exposed to this curriculum.
They were between eleven and fifteen years old and in the
sixth grade. Twelve of these students were born in
Portugal ten of them came to live in the United States at
a very early age, between one and four years old, and two
8came when they were ten and eleven years old. Two of
the twenty were born in France and came to live in the
United States at nine and ten years of age. One was born
in Brasil and came to live in the United States at eight
years of age, and five were born in the United States.
Methodology
A curriculum was developed using Robert Sinclair's
principles of curriculum development, as well as Paulo
Freire and Theodore Brameld's philosophy.
Based on the analysis of the actual structure of the
school, three data sources for doing so were identified:
actual social studies curriculum, the learner and the
society. The following steps were used:
1. established dialogue between teacher and
students in order to assess the needs of the
students, and generate objectives for the
course
;
2. decided which objectives were the most
important
;
3. developed teaching materials to put these
objectives in effect;
4. evaluated these educational materials;
5. used dialogue to make any changes that were
necessary
.
9In order to establish priorities for this curriculum
organization, a needs assessment was conducted, from
which the priorization took place, as a way of helping
participants in the decision making process to establish
goals. These goals served as the source for generating
specific objectives.
Once the specific objectives were developed, the
dialogue moved from the macro-level of planning to the
micro-level of the classroom, where the teacher/students
were involved in the process of determining the teaching
resources they had available, the learning opportunities
they expected and the teaching strategies they intended to
use to accomplish these objectives.
As soon as these steps were completed an evaluation
was conducted to identify what needed to be changed,
dropped or retained. This evaluation process continued
the dialogue as a feedback to the parts in the design which
needed to be revised. These steps are illustrated in
Figure 1, Page 11. The process commences with dialogue
and terminates with dialogue, as proposed by Freire.
The ideas of Freire and Brameld are not the only
ideas that have been incorporated into this curriculum
design but also those ideas of the researcher. The
intention throughout this work has been to present
10
practical alternatives for developing a curriculum in
social studies for the sixth grade of Portuguese overseas
schools in order to meet the needs of the students
enrolled.
11
Figure 1
A Model for Curriculum Development
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FOOTNOTES
Paulo Freire, Education for Critical Consciousness,
The Continuum Publishing Corporation
,
815 Second Avenue,
New York, NY 10017, 1980, p. 4.
o
“The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, By-laws of
Portuguese Official School of Ludlow, Inc., February 27,
1979, p. 1.
CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND TO A CURRICULUM DESIGN
FOR A PORTUGUESE OVERSEAS SCHOOL
Introduction
The educational system in Portugal is in a severe
crisis. The political structure is shaking from the
impact of the political parties—marxist or socialist,
democratic or extremist—which is normal in a period of
post-revolution. The party in power (marxist and socialist)
tried to demolish everything from the past government and
rebuild again with new ideas. This has affected all
the systems: political, economic, social and educational.
However, the educational and economic systems were the
ones most affected. It is very difficult or almost
impossible to make quick radical changes when the culture
and values of Portugal have been in existence for several
centuries
.
This researcher has been thinking about the implica-
tions of this crisis on education. This dissertation
discusses some problems in Portuguese education since the
Revolution and provides possible solutions to the crisis
in the educational structure.
13
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This researcher realizes the magnitude of the problem
and limits the scope of the study to the area of curriculum
in the elementary schools. This study looks at the
educational system in Portugal, the Portuguese overseas
schools and bilingual programs in the United States of
America.
The American educational structure is also in crisis.
As Theodore Brameld says, "The public school as now
constituted is failing democracy." ^ Society has perceived
the symptom; a symptom which has contrastive points. It
recognizes the destructive possibilities of this crisis
which the human race has the capabilities for destroying
everything in minutes if that is wished; it also recognizes
the constructive possibilities which society has in the
present time— an age of unprecedented promise, in which
as Brameld states:
Opportunity for health, for high standards of living,
for education are more abundant than at any time in
man's entire evolution, through which the human race
has equally great power to rebuild civilization to
a magnificent level of humaneness of greatness and
richness .2
Many of the problems causing this crisis have their
roots in the educational process to which society is
exposed. The first school is the family, yet the present
day family structure is in terrible shape: Whatever is
read or heard about the family concerns abortions, divorces
15
and separations. This is the basis for our young generation,
and children learn what they live. Parents do not have
time to be at home, to talk, and to show love for their
children because they are too busy with their own problems:
The rapid transformation of the U.S. economy is from
entrepreneurial capitalism, in which the middle
classes maintain the privilege of controlling their
work lives, to a corporate capitalism in which
white-collar labor is proletarianized and bureau-
cratized. This transformation leaves children from
relatively well-off families essentially declassed
—
part of a new wave of workers integrated into the
wage-labor system.
3
The family perhaps has money to give the child everything
s/he wants— toys or candies, television or radios; but not
the most important things—peace and love.
It can not be forgotten that the child is integrated
into the society by the family and the school, and that
these two institutions must work together in order to
form a good member of society. But this is not generally
happening. The schools reflect the family situation. It
is very clear that something is wrong and something needs
to be done in order to solve the crisis. Changes need to
be made in order to restore some human values to the
family and society. Changes need to be implemented in
different areas of the school environment. Revision of
theories as well as practices have to be made. But as
Sarason states: "Introducing change into an ongoing
system
particularly when the change involved a long standing
16
tradition, had to be a complex process ."4 What this
suggests is that a lot of changes need to be implemented in
order to improve the situation in the school system. "The
teacher cannot be an isolated individual alone with her
children and problems ." 5 It is necessary to have solid
cooperation among the Educational Staff because the school
culture reflects and is a part of a larger society: "like
the larger society, and because of it, it is far from
static; and its present characteristics have a history ."6
These changes call for an education that is liberating.
As Freire states:
A liberating Education is one in which the teacher and
the student themselves are involved in a process
where both grow. The teacher is no longer merely
the one-who-teaches
,
but one who is himself taught
in dialogue with students, who in turn while being
taught also teach. They become jointly responsible
for a process on which all grow.
'
The first underlying principle is that teacher-student
and student-student relations should be open to honest
expressions of interest and concern. What this suggests
is that a lot of changes need to be implemented if we want
to improve the situation in our modern school system. What
kinds of changes should be implemented in order to get
results that are satisfactory? According to the tradi-
tionalists, things are changing for the worst and we should
go back to the classical curriculum in which "the teacher
serves as a conveyor belt between the store of knowledge
17
possessed by the outside world and the mind of the
g
students." In this view of the educational system
"the mind of the student is conceived of as a kind of
receptacle into which the school pours as much of the
organized content (.pre-packaged curriculum) of tradition
and the objective world as that receptacle is able to
contain . "
®
Freire calls this a banking concept of education in
which education
becomes an act of depositing, in which the students
are depositors and the teacher is the depositor
. . .
Education in which knowledge is a gift bestowed by
those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon
those whom they consider to know nothing.
He feels that this type of educational system fosters the
following attitudes and practices:
a. the teacher teaches and the students are taught;
b. the teacher knows everything and the students
know nothing;
c. the teacher thinks and the students are thought
about
;
d. the teacher talks and students listen;
e. the teacher disciplines and the students are
disciplined
;
f. the teacher chooses and enforces his choice, and
the students comply;
g. the teacher acts and the students have the
illusion of acting through the action of the
teacher
;
18
h. the teacher chooses the program content, and the
students (who were not consulted) adapt it;
i . the teacher confuses the authority of knowledge
with his own professional authority, which he sets
in opposition to the freedom of students;
j. the teacher is the subject of the learning
process, while the pupils are mere objects.
Fantini and Weinstein consider that the traditionalists
view education as based on "established approaches that
12
avoid contact with the learner." Therefore, as Freire
suggests, there is a need for an educational system in
which everybody gets involved in the education process
through dialogue and experience. For many contemporary
teachers, however, such approaches are difficult because
their classrooms are not places where students can reveal
their experiences. A classroom can be a place where stu-
dents’ experiences are analyzed and understood; and one
important aspect of a teacher's job is then, to listen to
and observe what students say and do.
The Massachusetts transitional bilingual program,
created to give equal opportunities to non-English speaking
children, inherited the crisis discussed above. Since it
was established, it has undergone its own set of problems:
a. The lack of a uniform and consistent philosophy
of bilingualism which can establish the base for
the development of the program.
b. The lack of personnel with expertise to deal
with the different aspects of the program.
19
c. The lack of relevant and meaningful curriculum
materials and teaching resources to implement the
program.
d. The lack of specific program-related evaluation
procedures to determine the achievement of goals.
e. The lack of backing-advancing efforts by the public
schools agencies to help to improve the services
the program offers. 13
In a study conducted in the city of Holyoke,
Massachusetts in 1975, the researchers found that only
2.9 percent of the teachers had specialized in Bilingual
Education, and the "majority of the teachers in the sample
14
reported not being trained in bilingual education."
It has been a common practice to adapt irrelevant and
meaningless curriculum materials and resources of existing
English programs. This is verified by the Holyoke study,
by this researcher's experience as a bilingual teacher in
the city of Chicopee, and by conversations with other
Spanish and Portuguese bilingual teachers. The use of
evaluation techniques unknown or not related to the field
of bilingual education, its theory and practice, is very
common
.
Another problem is that the materials available to
bilingual teachers are very limited. The schools do not
provide history books or other reading material necessary
to facilitate reading and general knowledge. Also the
program is constantly attacked as too costly for taxpayers
and against the "melting pot" theory.
20
Curriculum: Some Definitions
Any person interested in developing curriculum should
be clear as to what precisely a curriculum is. The latin
origins of curriculum (from curro
,
cocurri, cursum) bring
to mind the act of running, especially on a race course.
Perhaps this indicates that curriculum is thought to be
the quickest, simplest, most organized and efficient
fashion for presenting and receiving knowledge. The student
(runner) starts at one point in his learning and reaches
the second point by following a set course from which he
does not deviate. Such an image has not been lost to
curriculum scholars, including researchers, teachers, and
administrators
.
The word curriculum is used in the literature and in
discussions about schooling and education as though its
meaning was of common knowledge. Yet these are signs of
serious philosophical and practical misunderstandings about
curriculum. "The difficulty in defining curriculum is that
its meaning will be entirely dependent on one's philosophy,
psychology and teaching methods, because all of these
factors determine the curriculum." The meaning of
curriculum depends entirely on time, place, circumstances,
and personal preference. The term curriculum is used
variedly, but more frequently it means a program of
21
activities designed so that pupils will attain by learning
certain specifiable ends or objectives.
One common conception of curriculum that adheres to
this image is that of a course of study—the definition
includes clearly defined subjects which each student must
successfully complete within a specified time frame in
order to successfully reach the goal of graduation.
Another conception of curriculum defines it as all of
the experiences had under the support of the school. From
this point of view curriculum includes the known and
unknown conditions that foster experiences. This approach
is considered more extreme than the previous two because
planned and unplanned conditions are considered.
A more careful consideration shows that curriculum
commands a different and distinct meaning. To students,
curriculum seems to mean homework, tests, and all those
classes. To many teachers, it means printed materials,
text books, goals, objectives, lesson plans, study sheets,
and tests. Principals tend to view curriculum as what is
taught by teachers and the packaged curriculum programs
and materials produced by publishing companies or curriculum
committees. Parents consider the number and types of
courses offered by the school to be the curriculum.
The meaning of curriculum consisting of both the
external and the understood social , physical and cultural
22
factors or conditions of learning is the one that this
paper will focus on. This meaning has been chosen because
of personal conviction and because it is more relevant to
the population under study.
Considered in its external aspects, the curriculum
acts as a complex network of determinants exerting an
influence on the behavior of individuals. These determinants
are physical, social and intellectual conditions that
shape and reinforce behavior. For example, within the
school setting learners are exposed to a sequence of
learning tasks, a collection of learning materials and the
influence of individual personalities and collective norms.
Although many writers such as John Dewey, in Democracy
and Educat ion
;
Benjamin Bloom, in Human Characteristics and
School Learning
;
etcetera, have described the learning
environment as a powerful determinant of pupil behavior
when it can provide an environment that can be considered
part of the curriculum, the term curriculum is reserved
"for the environmental ingredients that have been deliberately
shaped to create a context for learning." Furthermore,
the curriculum consists of environmental stimuli as
perceived or interpreted by participating individuals. As
Murray suggests,
23
it is the learner's perceptions of environmental
conditions that guides his or her behavior.
Individuals actively respond to environmental
demands and expectations according to the ways theyperceive them. 1 *
Because the individuals' perceptions of the school
environment also serve as determinants of behavior, then
curriculum consists of the internal (or perceived), as
well as the external conditions that either encourage or
serve as an obstacle to learning.
When this general part of the definition is incorporated
into the practical settings of schools, it is found that
curriculum can be more specifically characterized as Sinclair
did by three separate yet interrelated parts: The
expressed
,
the implied
,
and the emergent . The connections
among these dimensions contributes to the dynamic nature
of curriculum. The definition of curriculum as environ-
ments for learning, then consists of external and perceived
conditions for learning that can be further described in
terms of their expressed, implied and emergent dimensions.
The Expressed . This dimension of curriculum is a written
statement expressed in terms of intended learning objectives,
learning opportunities, a sequence of content, and evaluation
procedures. The expressed dimension is the course of study
or the syllabus, an acknowledged plan stating what is to be
learned and describing how to teach and evaluate. The
24
academic disciplines are often the major data source of
deciding expressed curriculum. This dimension is the
planned for—or pre-determined part of the curriculum.
The Implied
. This dimension of curriculum consists of
suggestion or hints received by learners from the physical,
social and intellectual environment of the school.
Similar to what is known as the hidden curriculum, this
dimension includes the unstated and unplanned messages
given off by the rules and traditions embedded as
regularities in the ongoing way of life in a school and
its classrooms. Also, the implied dimension refers to
unintended learning that results because of what is
included or omitted in the content that is taught. The
implied dimension is critical because the learners’
perceptions of the conditions that make up the habitat of
the school and classrooms result in a personal view that
influences learning in either a positive or negative way.
The meaning moves away from the external setting
toward the learner's interpretations of what has been
planned or unplanned. The perceptions of the learners
make up the curriculum. Not only is there the possibility
that the learners will redesign the race course but they
might also perceive that running is not necessary or that
flying is the way to go.
25
The Emergent
. This dimension of curriculum includes the
ongoing alterations, adjustments and additions that are
made in the expressed and implied curriculum in order to
insure harmony between the uniqueness of the individual
learner and the character of the curriculum. The emergent
serves as a corrective measure to smooth out and put the
expressed and implied parts of the curriculum in line
with each other and with learners. The emergent dimension
intervenes when there are excessive gaps between learners
and the curriculum to reduce chances of disconnection,
unnecessary failure and unintended boredom. For this
reason, the needs of the learner are the major data source
for the emergent dimension.
The different definitions of curriculum discussed so
far and their emphasis in these three dimensions are
presented in Figure 2. Then in Figure 3 the continuum of
thinking that runs from the externally decided curriculum
to the internally perceived curriculum as conceived by
Robert L. Sinclair is shown. And in Figure 4 the linkage
between the different definitions of curriculum and the
expressed, implied and emergent dimensions of curriculum
is illustrated.
When the expressed and implied curriculum are
consistent and support each other, learning is most
powerful. It is here that attitudes and values are
26
Figure 2
Definitions of Curriculum and their emphasis in the
expressed, implied, and emergent dimensions.
Dimensions
Definitions
The
Expressed
The
Implied
The
Emergent
curriculum as
course of study
major
emphasis
curriculum as
intended learning
experiences
major
emphasis
minor
emphasis
curriculum as
all School
experiences
major
emphasis
minor
emphasis
minor
emphasis
curriculum as
the perceptions
of learning
minor
emphasis
major
emphasis
major
emphasis
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Figure 3
Continuum of thinking from the externally decided
curriculum to the internally perceived
curriculum as conceived by
Robert L. Sinclair.
Curriculum
as a course
of study
Curriculum
as intended
learning
experiences
Curriculum
as all
school
experiences
Curriculum
as the per-
ceptions of
learners
Externally
Decided
Curriculum
Internally
Perceived
Curriculum
Figure 4
Linkage between the different definitions of
curriculum with the expressed, implied and
emergent dimensions of curriculum
<
externally derived internally perceived
curriculum curriculum
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probably learned most effectively. When the expressed and
implied curriculum are in conflict, one would expect the
implied dimension to become dominant. It is not what is
intended (what is talked about) but what is done (actions
taken) that become compelling. Also when the expressed
and the implied run counter to each other, contradictory
messages are likely to be received by learners. What is
learned at one time is suppressed or unlearned at another.
In this case, the emergent dimension takes precedence,
calling for teacher decisions that correct the disconnec-
tions between the expressed and implied dimension or
between the curriculum and the learner.
When teachers recognize serious gaps between their
constructed learning environment and the desired
perceptions and behaviors of their students they act in
an emergent fashion to revise the curriculum. Curriculum
making becomes the creation of conditions for learning.
With this definition, the input-output notion that considers
curriculum as the variable occurring prior to instruction
and student achievement as the related outcome of
instruction is expanded.
Linear curriculum models that result in objectives
to be achieved, means to reach the objectives, and
evaluations to determine the extent to which objectives
were accomplished assume that in the practical reality of
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schools purpose precedes activity, when the reverse is also
true. This definition suggests that a more ecological
view of curriculum demands recognition. This ecological
perspective means teachers have the responsibility for
creating learning environments that link pupils to
curriculum. In simple words, this definition of curriculum
opens the way for the reconstruction of curriculum through
outgoing refinement and alteration of its expressed,
implied and emergent dimensions.
So an educator needs a comprehensive philosophy of
education to guide and adjust the curriculum and to provide
a more intelligent basis for applying the philosophy in
making decisions about objectives. If these facts are
available to those making decisions, the probability
increases that judgements about objectives and school
goals will have great significance and great validity. Then
the expressed, implied and emergent curriculum should have
a definite effect in a liberalized education.
Curriculum Trends in Portugal
for the Last Ten Years
Education in Portugal in the 1960's . The educational
system in Portugal consisted of three levels: basic,
secondary and higher education. These three levels were
structured in the following manner.
Basic Education
. A primary course (4 years) with a
comprehensive exam on the 4th and a second exam—admissao
ao liceu— if the student wanted to continue his education.
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All might complete this level, which was begun at seven
years of age.
The primary course included the following subjects:
Portuguese language; mathematics; natural science; geography
of Portugal; History of Portugal (the pre-nation period,
the 4 Dinasties and the Republic period); arts and crafts.
Secondary Education . The student enrolled in
secondary education could go to technical school or to high
school. The technical school had 6 years and the student
might choose commercial or industrial courses.
The high school included seven years of study divided
into 3 "ciclos". The first and second years (1 ciclo)
consisted of the following subjects: Portuguese language,
French, science, mathematics, arts and crafts. A
comprehensive exam was given on the second year. The
third, fourth, and fifth years (2 ciclo) consisted of the
following subjects: Portuguese language; French, English,
World History; World Geography; Science (mineralogy,
zoology and botany); Physics and Chemistry; Mathematics
(algebra, geometry and trigonometry); Arts and Crafts. In
the fifth year there was a comprehensive exam given
covering all the subjects taken during those three years.
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The student had to pass all subjects except one or repeat
the year in all subjects. The sixth and seventh years
were for university preparation and the student had to
decide whether to be enrolled in the Science, Law or
Language department according to the higher education
desired. The student might pass all subjects or repeat
the one that he/she failed. Besides the departments
mentioned, there was Music and Physical Education as
electives
.
To enroll in "escola do Magisterio Primario" to be an
elementary school teacher, the student could register when
he/she finished fifth or seventh year of high school, and
after a comprehensive exam.
Higher Education . Graduates of High School programs
enrolled at the University after a comprehensive exam, and
graduates of Technical School programs enrolled in
"Instituto Superior Tecnico" after a comprehensive exam.
Present Education in Portugal . The educational system in
Portugal today is also divided into these three levels,
but changes have been implemented:
Basic Education . This level consists of a primary
course (4 years) and a preparatory course (2 years). All
must now complete a basic education, which is begun at
six or seven years of age.
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The primary course includes the following subjects:
Portuguese language; mathematics; introduction to natural
science, arts and crafts; music, dance and drama; health
and physical education.
There are three ways of completing the preparatory
course
:
1. A student may enroll in the "ciclo complementar"
which is a two-year continuation of the primary
course
.
2. A student may complete the preparatory course
requirements by means of "Telescola", a two-year
course given via television.
3. A student may enroll in the preparatory course
directly
.
All of the above methods of completing the preparatory
course employ the same curriculum. The course includes:
Portuguese language, introduction to a foreign language
(French or English), mathematics, social studies, history
of Portugal, natural sciences, physical education and
fine and applied arts.
At the end of the second year of the preparatory course,
all students must take comprehensive examinations in the
following subjects: Portuguese language, foreign language,
history, mathematics and natural sciences.
Secondary Education . Secondary Education in Portugal
includes five years of study and is divided into the general
course (three years) and complementary course (two years).
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Secondary education is begun at twelve or thirteen years of
age. It prepares students for university study or pro-
vides occupational training.
In the general course the curriculum is the same for
all students and consists of the following subjects:
Portuguese language, foreign language, mathematics,
natural sciences, biology, geography, physics and chemistry,
history, introduction to economics and fine and applied
arts. The curriculum also includes workshop sessions in
schools of decorative arts or in rural-area schools.
At the conclusion of the general course the student
chooses either to enter the job market or to continue
his studies. Those desiring to continue their studies may
choose between the "curso complementar dos liceus"
(university preparatory) and the "curso complementar do
ensino tecnico" (technical education).
The curriculum for those enrolling in the "curso
complementar dos liceus" varies according to the type of
university study the student intends to pursue; however,
courses in philosophy, Portuguese and introduction to
political science are required for all.
Those pursuing the "curso complementar do ensino
tecnico" choose courses from among the following disciplines
agriculture, industrial education (mechanics, electronics,
construction, textiles, business administration and fine
and applied arts)
.
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Higher Education
. Graduates of both types of
secondary-school programs "curso complementar dos liceus"
and "curso complementar do ensino tecnico" may apply for
admission to institutions of higher education. In order
to be admitted to any post-secondary school institution,
a student must first complete the "ano propedeut ico"
(introductory year). During this year the student completes
introductory courses relevant to the program of higher
education s/he intends to pursue. After completion of the
"ano propedeut ico"
,
the student is eligible for admission
to an institution of higher education; however, admission
is subject to the numerus clausus system (quota system)
based on tests.
In Portugal there are at present two types of higher
education programs. One type is offered at the advanced
technical schools and elementary-school teacher formation
institutions, and consists of from four to six semesters
of study. The other program is offered at the
universities
.
In most cases the first university degree is the
"licenciatura" which is awarded after four to six years
of study, depending on the department or institute.
However, some departments and institutes award the degree
of "bacharel"; this degree is granted after three years of
For the doctoral degree the candidate must preparestudy
.
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and defend a thesis and take additional examinations.
This was a reform made by Dr. Jose Veiga Simao, Minister
of Education in 1973. In 1974, the Revolution of April 25
adopted the reform structure but a deep change was made in
the curriculum. This matter will be mentioned further.
In 1978 the Ministerio" of Education decided to go back to
the 1973 Reform and curriculum.
Historical
,
Economic and Social-
Cultural Perspectives
The "Ministerio" of Education in Portugal is considered
by many as poorly managed. Through Portuguese History
this "Ministerio" has supported the impact of all the
political ideas of those in power. In the 1960's it
reflected the dictatorial regime and suffered all its
consequences. If education, as Freire states "is the
practice of liberty" it is conceivable that the Portuguese
people had a poor education. The Portuguese people perceive
their own poor education as the cultural artifact of those
who would oppress them.
The cultural and historical reality is that Portugal
has traditionally been immersed in complex forms
of oppression. This governmental oppression can be
identified as "cultural silence" as Freire says. In this
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society, the greatest tragedy was the domination of the
force of myths; the manipulation of organized political/
ideological advertising.
The liberalization of Education in Europe was
reformed by Socialist or Social-Democratic parties
regardless of which party was in power but in Portugal
this was not the case. The part in power attacked
Veiga Simao s Reform. This tended to destroy persons and
to destroy what was made before April 25, 1974. Since the
party in power which was fascist felt that everything was
wrong, then it must be condemned.
"E que a Reforma de 1973, sob c ponto de vista
estrutural, era ao tempo das mais avancadas da Europa,
das poucas que apresentava urn sistema global moderno e
compreensivo
,
com possibilidade de aplicacao rapida e
1
8
eficiente no nosso Pais."
It was a big error that, after the revolution, the
efforts were not combined in educational aspects in order to
continue to liberalize education and institutions. The error
was made more severe when they tried to impose the party's
ideology. Therefore, the Educational, regional and national
institutions, continuted to be left behind. The aspira-
tions of the Portuguese people were ignored. The party
in power paralyzed valid pedagogic experiences, closed
schools, added "anos civicos" without organization
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or philosophy, conducted "campanhas de dinamizacao
cultural" affronting rural beliefs and culture.
The worst part was the clever way that the party in
power prevented access to an education by personal merit to
the children of lower classes by closing private and
catholic schools in rural and interior areas; by the
addition of "propedeut ico" or by giving priority for
admission rather than on capacity or personal aptitude.
This practice is unconstitutional.
What the effect of this situation has been is
debatable. Some intellectuals believe that the culture
is indestructible— a depository of eternal values, an
ivory tower of wisdom and thought, a structure for
control and distribution of knowledge therefore not
affected by this situation. Others believe that this was
a period of decline. This researcher believes that it was
a period of crisis, normal in a period of post-revolution.
As Paulo Nunes said "today they are working up in order
19
to find the middle road to progress." The anarchic
configuration in education comes from the political
organizations. The educational system has affected
specially the elementary schools by the changes in
curriculum, the imposition of a new ideology, the
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profanation of historical or religious heroes, the
destruction of statues and museums, and the under-valuation
of history. The party in power also tried to create in
children a feeling of aversion for the past. They realized
that today's children are tomorrow's citizens and tried to
instill in them a belief and support for the ideology of
the new government. Everything before the revolution was
"fascismo", everything after the revolution was "progresso”
and freedom.
This gives rise to an important question: Can any
society afford to have education at the service of
transient political governments? The only way to answer
this question is that education must work well in its
participation in the development of a creature as a free
human being so as to make possible its ultimate end:
the independent pursuit of truth. The equilibrium between
these goals gives education a strength that comes from the
fact that it is serving society with wisdom and is
generating its own roots linked to the very essence of
humanity, which is to develop spiritual and intellectual
virtures
.
In the last decade, several countries have given
priority to the reform of educational systems. The modes
of organization prevalent in most developed or developing
countries—especially in connection with institutional
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forms, decentralization of power, competitiveness of the
system, management and planning, new curricula, enabling
greater flexibility within the system and greater pro-
fessional mobility—have shown that these educational
systems do not correspond to the needs of the society in
question and that they cannot solve the problems of mass-
education in a rational way.
Portugal has been engaged in this reform movement
since 1970. However, the impact of the April 1974
Revolution has given rise to short lived transformations.
In the twentieth century, four distinct periods of
national character can be identified for analysis:
1. The traditional Napoleonic-Lat in
;
2. the technical
3. the revolutionary, and
4. the neo-constitutional period. u
In order to understand the significance of these
educational periods and to place them in a historical
perspective, it is necessary to refer to a few political
factors of fundamental importance. In October of 1910, the
Portuguese Republic was proclaimed in Lisbon after nearly
eight centuries of monarchy. For the next sixteen years
Portugal lived in a democratic regime. In 1926, a coup
d’etat carried out by the Armed Forces established a
military dictatorship which was followed by Salazar's
corporate state. From 1926 to April 1974, Portugal had a
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one-party system in which the democratic forces were only
sporadically able to participate in presidential or
legislative elections.
In 1968, due to severe illness, Salazar became
unable to retain his power. As a result, Marcello Caetano
was called upon to become the new Prime Minister. Attempts
at democratic growth within the Caetano regime from 1969
to 1973 essentially stemmed from three forces: Firstly,
there were liberal deputies who tried, through their
presence in the National Assembly, to promote the
adoption of liberalizing laws. Secondly, economic
technocrats within the government attempted to accelerate
the development of the country and to force the regime to
approximate itself to Western democracies. And finally,
there were educational reformers in the government who
wished to dynamize the country, bringing about the
enlightened participation of the people by increasing their
education, since they strongly believed that educated
people are free people.
Unfortunately, these policies did not last long
enough to rapidly lead to a European-style democracy.
Meanwhile, efforts to topple the government came from the
revolutionary forces outside of the regime. However,
neither the internal political forces which attempted to
accelerate a democratic change from within the regime,
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nor the international pressures nor the revolutionary
forces, had at their disposal sufficient power to promote
the fall of the existing political system. The fundamental
factor, which was then capable of promoting a radical
change in Portuguese life was the ongoing overseas war.
This war lasted for thirteen years and, except for the
Vietnamese conflict, there is no other modern example of a
national trauma on such a grand scale. It was impossible
for Portugal to continue to maintain a situation of this
nature. The fundamental consequence of the conflict was
that the Portuguese people had the growing feeling of being
excluded from 'the levels of progress attained in other
industrialized European countries.
Families in Portugal lived through the oversea wars
with apprehension. Portuguese youths, assimilating ideals
which had influenced the crisis in European and American
universities, introduced into their revolt a factor of
decisive importance: opposition to the African wars.
Further, the Army came to believe that it was blindly
condemned to defeat as a result of the incapacity of the
politicians. So it was that, after a few episodes which
served as the catalysts, the Revolution of the Armed Forces
Movement took place on April 25, 1974.
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The period after the Revolution was very anarchic.
As the world looked on, Portugal became a fascinatingpolitical laboratory in which power oscilated betweenthose who believed in a left dictatorship and those
who suj^orted the ideals of a Western democratic
In this process, the country also suffered profound
economic transformations as a result of the destruction of
the capital ist—corporate" system. The banks, insurance
companies and other large corporations were nationalized.
Many companies entered into an "autogestion" process; an
agrarian reform in the south gave rise to the expropriation,
redistribution, and nationalization of a great part of the
land; and the salaries of the workers were substantially
increased, especially in the industrialized areas.
The rate of inflation due to general conditions in the
world--the decrease in internal productivity connected
with work absentiism and poor management, the decrease in
tourism and remittances from over one million emmigrants,
the spending of foreign exchange and of some gold reserves
on services instead of capital investments, and the drastic
decrease in foreign investments accelerated an already
difficult economic situation. The so-called middle class
was on the threshold of desintegrat ion , with the small-
business people, small farmers, civil servants, and the
rural class in the north suffering the consequences and the
burden of the economic debacle. A process of class
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inversion began to emerge. The impact of work and national
problems created a tremendous task for successive
democratic governments.
Keeping these political and economic developments in
mind an explanation of the four educational periods mentioned
follows
:
1. "The Napoleonic-Lati n model had its roots in the
22
Middle Ages" —The first Portuguese university, the
University of Coimbra, was founded in the thirteenth
century. By 1911—with the creation in that year of the
Universities of Lisbon and Oporto— there were three
universities in Portugal.
The Technological Institutes such as Engineering,
Economics, Agriculture or Veterinary, were organized
outside the university. It was only in 1930 that a
technical University was formed as an association of
several schools and institutes of higher technological
knowledge. However, Music, "Beaux Arts", Architecture
and physical education were maintained in specialized
higher education institutes.
2. "The technocratic period developed between 1970
and 1974 during which it was possible to expand
education and to introduce modern concepts advised by
OECD." 22 (Organization of Education of Coimbra Dep.)
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"A complete reform of the educational system was
promulgated in association with a national development
plan." 24 The transformations were as follow:
a) diversification of the system with the
creation of new universities, Polytechnicai
Institutes, and "Ecoles Normales". This was
designed to enable a decentralization of
academic power, to allow competitiveness
between the components of the system, and to
decrease the influence of the monopoly of the
existing chaired profession class over the
universities
;
b) expansion of the network in order to increase
the university student population from 6% of
the college age group to 12% in a period of
6 years with a coherent geographical distri-
bution connected to the needs of regional
development
;
c) challenge to the universities to innovate and
thereby make feasible the creation of new
courses
;
d) recognition of pedagogic, administrative and
financial autonomy for all higher education
inst itut ions
;
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e) elimination of all political considerations
for teaching staff appointments;
f) encouragement of new forms of participation
in academic councils by students and teaching
and research staff, thereby breaking the
monopoly of chair professors and at the same
time inviting an economic cross-section of
society to participate in university bodies.
3. The anarchic period began while these fundamental
measures connected with educational reform were being
implemented. This period, which runs from 1974 to
1976 was characterized by the struggle between
different parties and political groups trying to
assume control of the university departments. A
complete politicization took place. The power changed
abruptly from the chaired professors to the students,
the supreme body of the institution becoming "The
Plenarium" which consisted of all the students,
teaching and research staff, and employees. The
university "Plenarium" could decide on the general
policy including the appointment or dismissal of
professors, the structure of courses, the creation or
elimination of new disciplines and subjects, the type
of examinations, the evaluation system, etcetera.
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"One can say that never in any country, was there
a more original process of administration and manage-
ment sanctioned by the law which also provides a
fascinating system for research." 25 The implementation
of a pass-fail system, the appointment of professors
determined by political inclination, evaluation of
students as "working groups" rather than as individuals
and subsequent routine passing grades, gave rise to
practices with both negative and positive aspects.
"The opportunism of professors trying to remove the
stains left on them by the old regime, the professional
inexperience of the young members of the teaching staff,
the ideological domination and the empty verbalization
of the students, point to a negative answer.
. .
"
®
4. In August 1976, the constitutional period began,
with the coming into power of the first democratic
government since 1926. This government, headed by
the Socialist Party, was confronted with extremely
difficult political problems, mainly provoked by an
economy in a state of desintegrat ion . The first
measure decided by the Minister of Education was the
reorganization of his department which was in chaos.
He then proceeded to define more strict rules
concerning the nomination of professors, the
institutionalization of courses, the procedures of
the elections of academic councils, the power of those
councils, student evaluation, and so on. This gave
rise to protests from the extreme left accusing the
Minister of being at the service of the bourgeoisie.
Implications
. The political instability expressed by six
governments in less than five years has not stabilized the
system nor solved the fundamental problems. At the same
time the conservative forces were able to regain power
benefiting from the natural reaction against the disinte-
gration of the system. This has meant that the concept of
new universities with modern administration and organization
was destroyed and the access to higher education was
controlled by ostensive economic forces. "Meanwhile, the
creation of new institutions was transformed into a game of
political parties interests and the disparity of prestige
which was encountered among higher education institutions
had great similarities with class stratification of the
forties." At the same time, professional courses in the
secondary level were practically abolished since uniformity
was considered more important than equality of value and
abstract knowledge prevailed over technical training.
Therefore, some of the old complex problems remain
without, a viable solution. Among these can be mentioned:
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a) an equal access to higher education;
b) a lack of equilibrium between the demand, the
economic means, and the quality of training;
c) a higher education system that has not been
properly regionalized;
d) a failure to establish a democratic but efficient
and responsible academic governance with the
participation in the academic councils of cultural,
economic, labor and professional groups;
e) a poor control of teaching staff appointments.
It is true that the present government is making some
efforts to improve these matters. However, because the
new law governing the education system has faced so many
successive governments with the instability abscribed to
them, we have to consider some important implications brought
about as a result
:
a) There is a need for an organized education system
instead of a chaotic education system. Therefore,
a national plan is an essential tool for the
implementation of a correct education policy.
b.) The creation of new courses should consider
prospective professional openings and should be
accompanied by legal definitions from the
administrative system. This would avoid the
confusion of academic degrees without any proper
definitions of their meaning.
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c) The access to a higher education has been a
critical problem in Portugal with tremendous
social consequences.
The ’’civic service" created as a poor copy
of a similar institution established by the
socialist regimes was succeeded by a "propedeut ico"
year. This gave rise to an artificial anti-
democratic barrier based on economic and racial
differentiation, since expansive private parallel
tutoring flourished.
The institutionalization of the twelfth year
of schooling has been implemented this school-
year. "It is a step in the right direction but
has suffered from the lack of qualified teachers
and from reasonable infrastructures, namely
laboratories and documentation centers."
d) The entrance into a professional school directly
upon the completion of the secondary level cannot
solve the problems of mass education and will
only carry through to the University the tensions
On the other hand, if the selectionof access.
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barrier is established at 18 years of age, we
are generating difficult social problems of
deciding too early the future of young people and
very often throwing them into the labour world
without any professional qualifications.
e) The young school emmigrants who arrive from
Portugal find difficulties adapting to the U.S.A.
school system, not because of language barriers
only, but in grade level according to their age
because their preparation is lower.
f) The emmigrant school population tries to escape
from school and to get a .job as soon as possible.
g) The interest of the emmigrants for the United
States rises because of constant political
problems in Portugal. Community schools flourish;
the first documented one in this country is in
Newark, New Jersey. It opened in 1967. The second
one opened in Hartford in 1969; in 1972 the Ludlow
school opened. It can be asserted that presently
each Portuguese Community has its own school.
h) The Community schools are affected as much as the
Continental ones since they are under laws received
from the Minister of Education. The schools are
under the control of the Portuguese Consul and
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then, his political ideologies will be reflected
in the schools in general
. The books come from
Portugal and they reflect the chaos of the
education system and its instability. Last year's
books can not be used this year because the
program changed, or the ideological belief
reflected is no longer approved by the Education
Department. Diversity of instructions for
administering exams hinder final results. The
final reports of the school year and diplomas are
rejected, sometimes, because they are not
compatible with rules unknown to the director or
teacher responsible for the school. Teacher's
position is dependent on showing the political
views of the party in power. As a result the
subject most affected is social studies, the only
that is so important in overseas schools. The
teacher who is strong enough to reply that history
and social studies would be taught in his or her
school is considered a fascist. It has to be
recognized that the great objective of these
schools is to preserve the language and culture
of Portugal and to afford young students the
knowledge of themselves in order to become
Portuguese in cosmopolitan American society.
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In a very short period of time—seven years—Portugal
has gone through drastic and fundamental socio-political
changes. The universities were a ’'campus" for ideological
battles, more concerned with political solutions of socio-
economic problems than with education. The education is a
political process, as Freire states. Therefore, the
subsequent decrease of teaching standards and professional
training created difficult conditions for the employment of
the graduates of those years. The evolutionary and the
revolutionary sectors fought for the control of the various
departments through the passive attitude of some Ministries.
Since political criteria have dominated administrative
and academic judgements, the new government faces enormous
problems. Also the financial difficulties hinder the
establishment of a diversified and qualitative plan which
would create new institutions and improve the old ones.
At the same time, the economic crisis and the labor
situation has given rise to unemployment even in higher
education
.
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CHAPTER III
A CURRICULUM DESIGN FOR A PORTUGUESE
OVERSEAS SCHOOL IN BOTH LANGUAGES
A General View of Curriculum Development
Although public education everywhere is facing a crisis,
this crisis may be even greater and more fundamental in the
Portuguese School System. This situation has been analyzed
in Chapter II.
Confusion and a deep sense of disappointment in the
school's ability to serve as instruments reflecting the
progress made by the Portuguese society were the results
of that crisis. In addition, people felt that the schools
did not reflect the needs of society. During the last ten
years, the curriculum has had no consistency.
The very roots of the concerns and problems of
education go deeply into a variety of behavioral and social
sciences: Those analyzing our culture, and society and
its demands; those dealing with the nature of man and the
process by which he learns and develops.
To make proper use of these emerging resources, a
theory of curriculum development is needed. Such a theory
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should not only define the problems with which curriculum
development must deal, but also elaborate the system of
concepts which must be used to assess the relevance of
these data to education.
Curriculum development is a complex undertaking that
involves many kinds of decisions. Decisions need to be
made about the general aims which schools are to pursue and
about the more specific objectives of instruction. The
major areas of the curriculum must be selected as well as
the specific content to be covered in each area. Choices
must be made about the type of learning experiences with
which to implement both the content understandings and other
affective and social objectives. Decisions are needed
regarding how to evaluate what students are learning and
the effectiveness of the curriculum in attaining the
desired ends. And, finally, a choice needs to be made
regarding what the over-all pattern of the curriculum is
to be
.
These decisions are made on several different levels.
Some decisions about what content to include in the
curriculum are made by official legislators; others
emanate from departments of education; still others are
made by the school districts. Finally, many decisions which
shape the functioning curriculum should be made by local
schools and by teachers, either in groups or individually.
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If the curriculum development is to be adequate, all
these decisions need to be made competently, on a recognized
and valid basis, and with some degree of consistency. The
pluralism of values related to political ideas after the
Portuguese Revolution of April 25, 1974, impose conflicting
goals on teaching and learning in the Portuguese school
system. Because of such conflicts, the curriculum suffered
from inconsistency.
To the above problem could be added the difficulties
stemming from converting from a single criterion for
curriculum development, into a multiple one. In turn, the
logic of content, children’s interests, social needs, and
practical utility have been claimed as the sole basis for
the selection and organization of a curriculum's content.
All curricula, no matter what their particular design,
are composed of certain elements: A statement of aims and
of specific objectives; indication of selection and
organization of content; suggestion or manifestation of
certain patterns of learning and teaching, whether because
the objectives demand them or because the content organiza-
tion requires them. Finally, it includes a program of
evaluation of the outcomes. Curricula differs according to
the emphasis given to each of these elements, according
to the manner in which these elements are related to each
other, and according to the basis on which the decisions
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regarding each are made and according to who the decision
makers are. The selection of content and of learning ex-
periences differs according to whether or not the program
includes among its objectives the development of thinking.
Decisions about the nature and sequence of both content and
learning experiences vary according to the theories of
learning that are applied. The problems of relationships
among various types of content are determined by ideas
regarding the basic functions of knowledge in the development
of an individual.
To evolve a theory of curriculum development and a
method of thinking about it, one needs to ask what the
demands and requirements of culture and society are. both
for the present and for the future. Curriculum is. after
all, a way of preparing young people to participate as
productive members of our society at large and their specific
culture in particular. Not all cultures require the sane
kinds of knowledge nor do all cultures need the same kinds of
capacities and skills, intellectual or otherwise, at all times.
Information about the learning process and the nature
of learners offers another set of criteria for curriculum
development. A curriculum is a plan for learning. There-
fore, what is known about the learning process and the
development of the individual has bearing on the shaping
of a curriculum. Such knowledge should determine which
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objectives are achievable under which conditions, and what
variations and flexibilities in the content and its
organization are needed to provide for optimum effectiveness
of learning. Knowledge about the nature of the learning
process also sets criteria and limits on the shape of the
curriculum.
The third source of criteria for making curriculum
decisions is the nature of knowledge and the specific
characteristics and unique contributions of the disciplines
from which the content of the curriculum is derived. There
are differences in the structure of the various disciplines.
It is conceivable, therefore, that each discipline con-
tributes something different to mental, social, and
emotional development and that each subject or content area
needs to be organized and used in a different way.
To develop a curriculum requires an examination of
both the order in which decisions are made, and the way
in which they are made, to make sure that all relevant
considerations are brought to bear on these decisions.
The assumptions, according to Hilda Taba and Ralph Tyler,
are ordered as follows:
Step 1: Diagnosis of needs
Step 2: Selection of content
Step 3: Selection of content
Step 4: Organization of content
Step 5: Selection of learning experiences
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Step 6: Organization of learning experiences
Step 7: Determination of what to evaluate and of the
ways and means of doing it.
Formulation of clear and comprehensive objectives
provides an essential platform for the curriculum. In
large part, the objectives determine what content is
important and how it should be organized. But the central
problems of a curriculum design are to determine the scope
of expected learning, to establish a continuity of learning
and proper sequence of content, and to unify ideas from
diverse areas.
Knowledge about the learner and learning is relevant
when making curriculum decisions. A curriculum is
essentially a plan for learning. Consisting as it does of
goals for learning and ways for attaining these goals, a
curriculum plan is a result of decisions regarding three
different matters:
Selection and arrangements of content;
The choice of the learning experiences by which this
content is to be manipulated and by which the objectives
not achievable through content alone can be attained;
Plans for the optimum conditions for learning.
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Philosophy of Curriculum Development
The curriculum developed in this study in social studies
and history has been guided by the principles of curriculum
development mentioned on the General Overview. It has also
been structured by several major considerations. These
considerations may be summarized as follow:
A. It emphasizes the teaching of concepts rather than the
accumulation of data . The program has been predicated on
the theory of learning inspired by Paulo Freire's philosophy
and. against "bank education." Too often the subject is
presented as a series of "facts" bearing little apparent
relationship to the student's concerns and contributing
little or nothing to the maturation of his intellectual
powers
.
If it is to be truly meaningful, instruction in history
and social studies should focus on the development of
cirtical thinking. The student must learn to think as a
scholar: to search out and deal with authentic source ma-
terials, to use techniques of inquiry and discovery, and
finally, to arrive at conclusions supported by the evidence.
The student should not be asked to accept the answers
of others to questions s/he may not fully understand. The
hope is that the student will learn to question and to
probe— to formulate hypotheses and test conclusions in
the
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light of carefully sifted evidence. S/he will thus be
able to perceive the shortcomings of his/her own generaliza-
tions and to modify them accordingly. Rather than learning
facts as an end in itself, s/he will learn what the facts
are, how significant they might be, and to what use they can
be put. This program does not suggest that discovery learning
is necessarily the only route to better teaching. It does,
however, pose the question of whether conceptual learning and
the use of inquiry techniques offer a more satisfactory educa-
tional venture than the traditional dictation of content.
B . It seeks to provide all students with the tools to
formulate their own values, skills, understandings, and
knowledge needed to cope with the pressing social problems
of our age . We live in an ear of change and challenge; a
time when new and complex forces are reshaping our society.
Our students must, out of necessity, be receptive to change.
They must recognize the sources of change and be prepared
to deal effectively with issues raised by change. They must
also strengthen their commitment to democratic values. Our
students should be helped to appreciate not only the worth
of the individual but also the importance of basic civil
rights, civil liberties, and civic responsibilities.
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^
' —
—attempts to incorporate into the curriculum basic
concepts drawn from the disciplines of history and the
social studies. The factual data to be derived from the
study of history and the social studies have increased
enormously during the past few decades. There is now much
more to be learned from each of the disciplines than any
one person can possibly learn. Each discipline, neverthe-
less, offers a set of basic concepts variously known as
"key ideas", understandings, or generalizations. These
concepts provide a structure around which learning may be
organized within each grade. Recent educational research
indicates that students can learn significant concepts at
the earliest levels of instruction. They may use these
concepts, moreover, to organize and apply factual
information learned in one situation to a new situation.
D . It attempts to develop skills and research techniques
sequentially . The social studies disciplines provide
important tools for analysis and encourage the use of
objective, rational methods in the study of contemporary
problems. In the developed program, the development of
fundamental skills parallels the development of concepts.
When taught functionally and in a sequential manner, these
skills enable students to relate information to key
generalizations
.
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E< It attempts to provide learning activities that aim at
conceptualization through techniques of inquiry and
discovery
. Understandings are developed as pupils find,
analyze, and weigh available evidence—including their
own experiences—in the search for truth. In the early
grades, the "discovery method" relies largely upon
activities in which the child is a participant as well as
upon vicarious experiences and illustrative materials such
as pictures, books, films, and other media. More
challenging materials and methods may be used in the
middle and upper grades. Probing discussion questions,
careful analysis of primary source materials, case
studies of concrete social phenomena, the use of
contrasting evidence to underscore man's varied social
responses ... these and other strategies are used to obtain
pupil interest and to develop understandings. More than
the usual emphasis is placed upon inductive techniques of
teaching. These techniques may be used with equal
advantage in the self-contained classrooms, in team
teaching, in independently programmed study, and with
both large and small groups of pupils of varying abilities.
No one method, however, is mandated for this program.
Children learn in many different ways. The learning pro-
cess justifies a variety of techniques or strategies and a
wide range of teaching materials.
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^ * It emphasizes the use of multi-media resources rather
^ftan—tjie traditional textbook . This new program requires
the use of a variety of materials. Traditional textbooks
invite "coverage"; they are geared to expository learning
rather than inquiry and discovery. Far more useful are
pupil materials which lend themselves to the process of
drawing inferences and forming generalizations. These
materials require students to find, analyze, and weigh
evidence, and to reach conclusions. They secure pupil
interest and may be used to develop basic skills and
understandings
.
Especially useful in this program are the audio-
visual materials of instruction—motion pictures,
filmstrips, maps, globes, transparencies, 8mm single-
concept films, programmed instruction, records, tapes,
pictures and other nonbook resources.
An effective program in history and the social studies
depends to a very large degree upon the use of multi-
media resources. Differences in the backgrounds, abilities,
interests, and learning styles of students can not be
served if only a single type of learning material is
presented
.
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A Social Studies Curriculum for 6th Grade to be
Used in a Portuguese Overseas School
The social studies curriculum for 6th grade to be
used in a Portuguese overseas school was developed during
the 1981-82 school year. It began with a series of
dialogues between teacher and students in order to clarify
the subject area of social studies. Teacher-students
together, as Freire suggests, assessed their needs and
generated goals for the course. This procedure was used
in order to provide solutions and to select their
objectives in order to reach them with the curriculum to
be developed.
The dialogues were initiated by asking the following
questions in both Portuguese and English: "Decidiste
frequentar esta Escola Portuguesa. Porgue?"; "Que
gostarias de aprender na 6 a classe?"; "You have decided
to come to this Portuguese school. Why?"; "What do you
want to learn in the 6th grade of this school?"
The class was divided into four groups of five
students each in order to discuss the above questions.
They could use Portuguese or English for doing so.
After the discussion each group's answers were
written on the blackboard.
The students' answers (verbatim) to the questions
asked follow:
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1. To learn Portuguese and culture.
2. Aprender historia que e' a mais linda do nundo e
passar no exame.
3. Aprender a escrever para poder escrever aos
meus avos e passar no exame. Eu quero ir
estudar para Portugal
.
4. Poder falar com toda a gente quando for a
Portugal
.
5. Saber para passar no exame.
6. Porque fazem troca de mim no Escola Americana
por eu ser Portugues. Eu quero saber muito de
Portugal para responder- lhes e tambem para
passar no exame.
7. Because I need to talk with my family.
8. I need to speak Portuguese better because my
mother calls me "mal educado , " "you answer me
back." Usually I am trying to explain things to
her but she does not accept it. And I need to
know more things about the Portuguese people
because in the American school they make fun of
me when I say that I am Portuguese. I need to
answer them back and not to be ashamed.
9. Porque quero ir para Portugal estudar.
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10. Porque quero saber bem Portugues e ir para
a TAP (Portuguese Airline), que o meu padrinho
prometeu-me um lugar nesta companhia quando eu
for grande. Se passar no exame quero continuar
a estudar Portugues.
11. Quero aprender para passar no exame e ter o meu
diploma. Quero saber responder aos meninos da
Escola Americana quando me chamam nomes.
12. Quero saber coisas do meu Pais e orgulhar-me
de ser portuguesa. Quero ir a estudar para
Lisboa
.
13. Quero passar no exame.
14. Quero aprender portugues e saber tratar as
pessoas por senhor.
15. Quero namorar uma rapariga de Montalegre a saber
escrever-lhe . Os meus pais dizem-me sempre que
as melhores raparigas sao as de Portugal.
16. Quero ir estudar para Portugal por isso preciso de
aprender muito bem historia e cultura.
17. I need to know my language, geography and history
of Portugal because I am Portuguese.
18. I need to know Portugal and its history because in
the American school they make fun of me. They call
me "Porugui" e quero passar no exame.
19. Quero saber a Historia do meu pais porque
os Portugueses foram os mais valentes contra
os Espanhois e Franceses. E quero passar no
exame
.
20. Quero saber a historia de Portugal e alguma
coisa do Brasil. 0 meu pai diz sempre que o
Brasil e filho de Portugal. E passar no exame.
Once this has been done, the goals of this study
were presented for open discussion and were fully
interpreted to the group.
Then, the students were asked to match their
individual goals with the study's goals. After a long
discussion process it was found necessary to add the
following goal to the study: "To know himself /herself
better in order to be proud of being Portuguese."
The resulting match between the goals of this study
and the student's goals was the following:
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Number of answers that matched
.
,
_
,
each goal. (see pages 68-70Study s Goals for student's answers.)
1. To meet the needs of 3, 4, 7, 8, 14, 15
Overseas Schools.
2. To adequately prepare 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 13, 18, 19, 20
the student for the
final evaluation.
3.
To prepare the student 3, 9, 10, 12, 16
to advance in his/her
education
.
4. To provide students 1, 2, 12, 16, 17, 19, 20
with a knowledge of
their culture and
history
.
5. To know himself/ 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17, 18
herself better in
order to be proud
of being Portuguese.
Once the goals had been established, they had to be
listed in order of priorty. A list of the goals
selected by the students was given to each one written
in both languages (see Appendix A). The students were
asked to put number 1 to the goal most important to
him/her according to personal preference, number 2 to
the next most important, etcetera.
The students' goals in order of priority were as
follow
:
1. To adequately prepare the student for the final
examination. (18 choices)
To provide students with a knowledge of their
history and culture. (17 choices)
2 .
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3. To know himself /herself better in order to be
proud of being Portuguese. (17 choices)
4. To meet the needs of the Oversea schools
students. (10 choices)
5. To prepare the student to advance in his/her
education. (15 choices)
After the selection of the general goals, and having
in mind that the parents should be involved, this
researcher called a parents' meeting to assess their
goals for the Portuguese school. Attending the meeting
were 38 parents (20 mothers and 18 fathers).
A dialogue between teacher and parents was conducted
in order to explain and discuss the selected goals.
Parents brought into the discussion the major problems
encountered by Portuguese families in the area. These
are stated as:
The students forget the Portuguese language
because, in the American schools or with friends,
they speak English only. Some see their parents only
a few hours a day or at weekends (depends on parents'
schedule). As they forget the language, they do not
like to speak Portuguese and it is harder and harder
to communicate with families.
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Because of language barriers, the children
try to translate word by word and sometimes the
phrase is not accepted in the culture since it is
not polite and interpreted by parents as "uma falta
de respeito . " Then the child gets punished and the
misunderstandings start. The child tries to find
new friends; to go out and come home as late as
possible; or to leave the parents' house.
The boy/girl does not feel comfortable speaking
Portuguese and knowledge about Portuguese history is
very low. His/her culture is not well understood,
so the student cannot function in Portuguese or the
American society.
The family's unhappiness is evident. These
kinds of problems are frequent in our community.
Sometimes the teenagers do not accept their parents'
habits and they see them as "old fashional people."
At the end of the discussion it was concluded that
all the goals should be included as presented. A copy of
the goals in both English and Portuguese was distributed
to the parents. (See Appendix A). They were asked to
put the goals in order of priorities according to personal
preference. The parents' goals in order of priority were
as follow:
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1. To meet the needs of the Oversea schools
students. (35 choices)
2. To provide students with a knowledge of their
history and culture. (37 choices)
3. To prepare the student to advance in his/her
education. (28 choices)
4. To know himself /herself better in order to be
proud of being Portuguese. (27 choices)
5. To adequately prepare the student for the final
examination. (37 choices)
Then, the differences between students' priority
and parents' priority were analyzed.
An Overview of the Curriculum
In order to achieve the five goals already discussed
a curriculum for social studies was developed both in
English and Portuguese. It is intended to be used with
sixth grade students attending the Ludlow Portuguese
Oversea School. Included in this curriculum are:
1. The five goals as put in terms of priorities
by all parties (teacher, students and Parents).
2. The concepts to be developed.
3. The specific objectives to be accomplished.
The activities to be carried out.4.
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5. The teaching strategies to be used:
a. Formulating and stating the problem question.
—This serves to introduce a specific lesson
or theme. By starting with a problem, critical
thinking skills are emphasized.
b. Collecting, organizing, and evaluating
information
.
—As collected, the information is organized
and evaluated for its relevancy to specific
questions (problems).
c. Recognizing cause and effect relationships.
—The- recognition of the relationship between
cause and effect enables students to under-
stand why people live as they do in their
own and other cultures.
d. Drawing inferences and making hypotheses.
—Having collected and organized relevant
information, and having inferred cause and
effect relationships, the next step is to
set up hypothetical answers to the problem
question and to then check those hypotheses
as to validity in terms of known facts.
e. Generalizing and applying understandings to
new situations.
f. Evaluation.
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6. The materials to be used.
7. The evaluation techniques to be applied.
Four major areas in order to be responsive to the needs
of the overseas schools were identified for developing the
curriculum: Antrhopology
,
Sociology, Geography and History.
They were organized into three units to be developed through-
out a full year's work. The Anthropology and Sociology
section served as an introduction to the curriculum. The
section on Geography covered the geography of Portugal,
Portuguese territories and Portuguese language countries.
The History section covered from the beginning of the
Portuguese Kingdom to the present times.
The three units in English follow. The Portuguese
version of these units is included in Appendix A.
UNIT I
Anthropology and Sociology
Concept 1: Human beings are much more alike than different .
Specific objectives . After reading pages 92 to 96
—
Reino Animal, Da Amiba ao Homem— and discussing them, the
student will be able:
1. To explain in writing what "Homosapiens" means
with 90% accuracy.
2. To compare at least 7 ways of living between
pre-historic and present day man that are
different
.
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3. To write at least 5 similarities between
pre-historic and present day man.
4. To explain the characteristics of the 3 different
human races and to explore some of the cultural
,
linguistic, and historical differences among the
races
.
5. To explore the issue of racism and how it affects
everyone
.
6. To write a short composition about "human races",
given the previous dialogues.
Concept 2: Human beings are animals, but superior
animals
.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 1 to 6--
Ciencias Geografico Naturais (4 classe); pages 18 to
20—Historia 3 Geografia de Portugal (l.° Ano do Ciclo
Preparatorio) and discussing them, the student will be
able
:
1. To state the main similarities between human
beings and other animals.
To state the main differences between human
beings and other animals.
2 .
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Concept 3: Man observes and knows his environment.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 6 to 9--
Ciencias Geografico—Naturais (4 a classe) and discussing
them, the student will be able:
1. To write the five human senses with 100% accuracy.
2. To describe orally his/her environment including
such things as family, school, place where s/he
lives
.
3. To discuss adaptations that they have made to their
environment
.
Concept 4: Man's present material and cultural level is
an outgrowth of the accumulated knowledge and experiences
of the past .
Specific objectives . After reading pages 10 to 11;
pages 37 to 42—Historia de Portugal (4 classe); pages 24 to
26—Historia e Geograf ia de Portugal (1 Ano do Ciclo
Preparator io ) and discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. To discuss the importance of pre-history.
2. To give at least three prime materials used to
make objects at that time.
3. To write at least three different types of houses
used at that time.
4. To discuss some human activities in which people
were engaged during pre-historic times.
5. Take one activity from the past and compare it
to that same activity in the present. (Should
give several differences)
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Concept 5: People live in groups. The family is the
basic unit of society
.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 117 to 121
Estudos Sociais (1. Ano do ciclo preparatorio ) and
discussing them the student will be able:
1. To compare different social groups.
2. To discuss several differences between rural and
urban social groups.
3. To explore the significance of families, especially
in relation to their own.
Teaching Resources and Materials . The following teaching
resources and materials were used throughout this
curriculum
:
School supplies : (chalk, blackboard, paper, pencils
and pens); encyclopedias; dictionaries; magazines.
Text books : Burnett, R.W.; H.I. Fischer and
H.S. Zim—Translated by Afonso Casais Ribeiro
—
Reino
Animal
,
Da Amiba ao Homen—Livraria Bertrand, S.A.R.L.;
Felgueiras, Bernardina and Augusto Goncalves
—
Estudos
Sociais
,
l.°Ano do ciclo preparatorio—Politecnica
Editora, Lisboa; Gaspar, Joaquim
—
Historia de Portugal
,
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2. To color Portugal in an Iberian Peninsula map
with 100% accuracy.
3. To mark in his birth place or parent's birth
place (if the student was not born in Portugal)
using the adequate symbol with 100% accuracy.
4. To circle the Portuguese territories and countries
where Portuguese is spoken around the world, in a
world map with 80% accuracy.
5. To interpret orally the symbols of a given map
with 75% accuracy.
Concept 2: Geographic factors play a significant role in
the life of a nation .
Specific objectives . After reading page 7—Historia
de Portugal—Verbo Juvenil; pages 7 to 32—Ciencias
Geografico Naturais, 6— classe and discussing them, the
student will be able:
1. To write 3 examples proving that where man lives
influences the way he lives.
2. To give 3 examples showing that a nation's use of
its geography depends upon its political and
economic objectives.
3. To state 5 examples of imported products to prove
the statement that no nation is completely self-
sufficient .
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4a classe (4 a edicao)—Atlantida Editora, SARL Coimbra;
Patricio, Amilcar and Maria Luisa Guerra—Historia e
Geografia de Portugal— 1. ano do ciclo preparatorio
—
Empresa Fluminense—Lisboa 1973; Reina, Prof. Luis
Ciencias Geografico—Naturais—
4
a
classe ( 10a Edicao)
Livraria Avis, Porto, 1974.
Suggested Activities
. The following activities were
used throughout this curriculum: discussion of problems
presented before and/or after readings; written
compositions; readings; collection of pictures; collection
of magazines related to subject.
UNIT II
Geography
Concept 1: Maps and globes are visual representations of
the earth or parts of the earth .
Specific objectives . The teacher will explain map
and globe symbols and write them on the blackboard. The
students will take notes. After discussing these symbols
the student will be able:
1. To mark in a place where he/she lives in the
map of the U.S. using the adequate symbol with
100% accuracy.
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Concept 3: Countries have boundaries
.
After analyzing the map of the Iberian Peninsula each
student will be able to mark the boundaries of Portugal on
a blank map with 100% accuracy.
Concept 4. Countries are divided into natural regions and
districts
.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 5 to 25
—
Meio Fisico e Social—2— fase, 2— volume, each student
will be able, on a given map:
1. To write the boundaries of Continental Portugal
with 100% accuracy.
2. To color the natural regions of Portugal with
75% accuracy.
3. To mark in his/her own district, or parents'
district with 100% accuracy.
Concept 5: Countries have often had territories outside
their boundaries because of economic interests .
Specific objectives . After reading pages 28 to 33
—
ci O
Meio Fisico e Social—2— fase, 2— volume, each student will
be able:
1. To discuss colonialism, imperialism and oppression.
2. To locate and write the names of the Portuguese
Islands and Portuguese territory of Macau in
China
.
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3. To select one of the above territories and write
at least 5 geographic characteristics about it.
Teaching Resources and Materials
. The following teaching
resources and materials were used throughout this unit:
School supplies
: (chalk, blackboard, paper, pencils
and pens); note books; globe; maps of: The World, United
States, Europe, Iberian Peninsula, Continental Portugal,
Portuguese Islands, Africa, Asia, South America,
Massachusetts, Springfield area, Ludlow; cards; magazines;
American and World Book encyclopedia; atlas.
Text books : Amado
,
Jose Carlos
—
Historia de Portugal
,
Verbo Juvenil—Editorial Verbo— 1966, Lisboa; Guapo
,
Antonio Rodrigues e 'Fernando Alburquerque Varao
—
Meio
Fisico e Social—
2
a fase, 2° volume--Basica Editora S.A.R.L.
Lisboa; Patricio, Amilcar e Maria Luisa Guerra-
-
Historia
e Geografia de Portugal— 1.° ano do ciclo Preparatorio
,
Empresa Literaria Fluminense— 1973, Lisboa; Vieira, Evaristo-
Ciencias Geografio—Naturais--6 classe, 2 Edicao—Porto
H 3
Editora, L
,
1976.
Suggested Activities . The following activities were used
throughout this unit: problem-solving discussions,
discussions of readings; collection of pictures and cards,
collection of magazines related with subject; coloring of
maps or parts of maps; drawings.
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UNIT III
History of Portugal
Overview
. This unit is divided into eight major historic
areas. For the purpose of advancing the contents of the
whole unit an outline is presented as follows:
I. The Earldom of Portucalense
.
A. The first people of the Iberian Peninsula
B. The Roman Invasion
C. Viriato and the Lusitanos
D. The barbers invasions—Alanos, Suevos, Vandalos
e Visigodos
E. The rule of the Moslems
F. The Christian reconquest—The new states
G. The Earldom of Portucalense
H. The Kingdom of Portugal
II. First Dynasty—The Medieval Age: Since the beginning
till the crisis of 1383-1385.
A. Political and social organization of Portugal
B. The deeds of the first Dynasty's kings:
1. The Christian reconquest
2. The kings which advanced Portugal's progress
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III. Second Dynasty
A. The crisis of 1383-1385
B. The Age of Expansion:
1. The strategic situation of Portugal
2. The expansion routes—Ceuta and North of
Africa
3. Maritime voyages and the occupation of some
islands and African territories
4. Economic exploration and administrative
system
5. The voyage of Vasco da Gama-Lisbon to India
and its importance to Portugal
6. The voyage of Pedro Alvares Cabral—Lisbon to
Brazil and Brazil exploration
C. Consequences of the Portuguese Expansion
IV . Decay of Portuguese Empire
A. The crisis of 1580 and decay factors
B. The Filipian Domination
V. The Restoration
A. The Revolution of 1640 and its factors
B. The war of independence and peace with Spain
VI. Portugal during the last quarter of the XVII century
until the end of XVIII century
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A. Population
B. Economic importance of Brazil to Portugal
C. The absolutist reforms:
1. The gold from Brazil and the epoch of
D. Joao V
2. Marques de Pombal and his reforms
VII. Liberalism in Portugal
A. The French invasions
B. The liberal monarchy
C. The Constitution of 1822 and independence of Brazil
D. The Civil War
E. The triumph of liberal ideology
F. The liberal reforms:
1 . Cultural reform
2. Economic reform
G. Portugal in Africa
VIII. The republic as a new form of government
A. The first republic.
1. The Revolution of 1910
2. The Constitution of 1911
3. The participation of Portugal in the First
World War
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B. The Second Republic:
1
. The dictatorship of Salazar
2. Estado Novo
C. The third republic:
1 . The Revolution of April 25th
2. The political parties
3. An overview of the actual situation
Introduction
Concept 1 : History is a continuous process leading
present
.
Specific objectives
.
After reading pages 3 to 8
—
Historia de Portugal, 4 classe (Pedro de Carvalho); pages
6 to 10—Historia de Portugal, 2 a Ano do Ensino Preparatorio
(Anibal Barreira, A. do Carmo Reis, Zita Areal) and
discussing them, the student will be able:
1. To give an oral definition of History with 90%
accuracy
.
2. To write a composition about his/her personal
history mentioning, at least: parents' name,
his/her full name, birthday, birth place,
countries he/she has lived in, schools attended,
etcetera with 100% accuracy.
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Concept 2: The present influences our understanding of
the past
.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 5 to 12
—
Historia de Portugal, 4 a classe (Pedro de Carvalho) and
discussing them, the student will be able:
1. To state 3 examples of written documents and 3
examples of artifacts available to learn about
the past.
2. To state where these documents can be found:
libraries, archives, museums, monuments, etcetera
giving one example of each in the U.S,A. and
another one in Portugal.
Concept 3: Countries undergo different stages of
development
.
I
.
The Earldom of Portucalense
A. The First People of the Iberian Peninsula.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 7 to 8
Breve Historia de Portugal, ilustrada, (Jose Hermano
Saraiva) and discussing them, the student will be able:
1. To compare a cavern of the first inhabitants of
the Iberian Peninsula with each student's
house
.
2. To mention the first inhabitants of the Iberian
Peninsula
.
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3.
To discuss where they came from
B. The Roman Invasion.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 11 to 13
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them, the student will be able:
1. To point to the capital of the Roman Empire in a
map with 100% accuracy.
2. To identify at least five of the Roman monuments
and roads in Portugal
.
3. To mention some historic Roman monuments found in
Portugal
.
4. To list some Portuguese words that have Roman
roots
.
5. To discuss some Portuguese customs derived from
Roman customs.
C. Viriato and the Lusitanos
Specific objectives . After reading pages 11 to 15
—
Historia de Portugal, Verbo Juvenil--and discussing them,
the student will be able:
1. To color the "Lusitania" territory on a map of the
Iberian Peninsula with 90% accuracy.
2. To write a short composition about the first
Portuguese people—The Lusitanos.
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D. The barbers invasions—Alanos, Suevos
,
Vandalos
e Visagodos.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 13 to 15
Breve Historia de Portugal— A. Martins Afonso—and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
!• Identify orally the four most important groups of
invaders of Portugal.
2.
To discuss their cultural and economic impact on
Portugal
.
E. The Rule of the Moslems.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 16 to 20
—
Breve Historia ilustrada—Jose Hermano Saraiva—and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Identify the Moslem Empire in a world map.
2. To enumerate 10 crops, and 5 agriculture tools
used today inherited from the Moslems.
3. To enumerate 5 important monuments left by the
Moslem civilization in Portugal.
4. To retell a legend of Moslem origin.
E. The Christian reconquest—The new states.
Specific objectives
.
After reading pages 16 and 17
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Mart ins' Afonso) and the
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Legend "Destruicao de Auria
—
pages 1 to 31—Lendas e
Narrativas (Tomo II)—and discussing them, the student
will be able to:
1. Tell orally the deed of Pelagio in the Christian
reconquest
.
2. Locate the "Asturias" Region, the place from where
Plagio and the other Christians started the
reconquest
3. Name the first five Christian kingdoms in the
Iberian Peninsula.
G. The Earldom of Portucalense
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 17 to 19
—
Historia de Portugal (Jose Carlos Amado
,
Verbo Juvenil)
and discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Color the Earldom of Portucalense in a blank
Iberian Peninsula map with 100% accuracy.
2. Mark in, the two important cities of Portuscale
and Guimaraes in the Earldom of Portucalense.
3. Name the first governor of the Earldom of
Portucalense and his wife.
4. Analyse the reasons why the King of Leao gave
the Earldom to D. Henrique.
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5. Discuss some distinctive characteristics of the
Iberian Peninsula population.
6. Identify the Earldom of Portucalense territory
and its natural division with 75% accuracy.
7. Explore how geography relates to the political
autonomy of the Earldom.
8. Mention the three most important figures in the
fight for independence of the Earldom of
Portucalense
.
9. Identify the year when Portugal became independent.
I I . First Dynasty—The Medieval Age: Since the Beginning
Till the Crisis of 1383-1385 .
Specific objectives . After reading pages 20 to 23
—
Historia de Portugal (Jose Carlos Amado
,
Verbo Juvenil)
and discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Indicate on a map the land occupied by the
Moslems with 75% accuracy.
2. Analyze the political, economic and religious needs
of the new Portuguese Kingdom.
3. Investigate the reasons why the Crusaders' help
was needed to fight the Moslems.
4. Enumerate the cities conquered by D. Afonso
Henriques from the Moslems with 80% accuracy.
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A. Political and Social Organization of Portugal.
Speci fic objectives
. After reading pages 26 to 30--
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Compare the political and social divisions of the
Portuguese population during the Medieval age
and now.
2. Analyze the courts and the social classes which
participated in political organizations.
B. The Deeds of the First Dynasty's Kings.
1. The Christian reconquest.
Specific objectives
.
After reading pages 26 to 30
—
Breve Historia de Portugal Ilustrada (Jose Hermano
Saraiva) and discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Enumerate with 80% accuracy the first Dynasty's
Kings who fought the Moslems in order to
consolidate the Portuguese territory.
2. Point out the importance of D. Afonso III in
conquering the Algarve—the southern part of
Portugal--f rom the Moslems.
2.
The kings which advanced Portugal's progress.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 37 to 45
—
Historia de Portugal
,
2— Ano do Ensino Preparatorio
( Anibal Barreira, A. do Carmo Reis, Zita Areal) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Explore the cultural and economic contributions
of D. Dinis.
2. Discuss the "Lei of Sesmarias",
3. Compare the Portuguese cultural development to
the cultural Renaissance of Europe in terms of
Literature, arts and architecture.
4. Give some examples of Roman architectural style
in Portugal ( Se Velha-Coimbra ; Se de Lisboa;
Domus Municipalis of Braganca; Castelo de
Guimaraes )
.
5. Give some examples of Gothic architectural
style (Mosteiro de Alcobaca and Mosteiro de
Batalha)
.
III. Second Dynasty .
A. The Crisis of 1383-1385.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 39 to 44
—
Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose Hermano
Saraiva) and discussing them; after role playing about
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succession to the throne, each student will be able
to
:
1. Explore the principal facts that impacted on the
crisis of 1383-1385.
2. Name the four people who could be the new
Portuguese King/Queen.
B. The Age of Expansion.
1. The Strategic Situation of Portugal.
Specific objectives . After reading page 7—Historia
de Portugal, Verbo Juvenil (Jose Carlos Amado) and pages
62 to 64—Historia de Portugal, 2— Ano do Ciclo Preparatorio
(M. Martins dos Santos e Vera Costa) and discussing them,
the student will be able to:
1. Investigate the geographic factors that contributed
to the maritime expansion.
2. Determine the socio-economic, political and
cultural factors that contributed to the maritime
expansion
.
2. The Expansion routes—Ceuta and North of Africa.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 64 to 66
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Discuss the causes—economic, religious and
military— for the conquest of Ceuta-North of
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Africa
.
2. Interpret the consequences of the conquest of
Ceuta
.
3. Write a short composition about "Prince Henry
—
The Navigator".
3. Maritime voyages and explorations: The occuuation of
some islands and African territories.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 67 to 78
—
Breve Historia de Portugal
—
(A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Trace with 90% accuracy the maritime route of
the Portuguese Navigators during the Second
Dynasty on a map.
2. Locate in the same map the names of the territories
around the world which then belonged to Portugal.
3. Analyze why those territories belonged to Portugal.
4. Explain in writing Treaty of Tordesilhas.
5. Give some objectives of the maritime voyage, from
Lisbon to India.
4. Economic Exploration and Administrative System.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 133 to 134
—
Historia Concisa de Portugal (Jose Hermano Saraiva) and
discussing them the student will be able to:
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1. Mention some important crops from the islands
of Madeira and Azores.
2. Investigate which Europena countries contributed
to the colonization of these islands.
3. Give some important products of the islands'
economy
.
4. Discuss the introduction of domestic animals and
their importance to the economic development of
the islands.
5. Analyse the voyage of Vasco da Gama—Lisbon to
India and its importance to Portugal.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 64 to 71—
Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose Hermano Saraiva)
and 195 to 217--A Descoberta do Mundo, Vasco da Gama
—
and discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Evaluate the cultural, economic and social benefits
that this voyage brought to Portugal.
2. Demonstrate why Lisbon was the center of European
t h
commerce in the XVI century.
3. Interpret the exploration system developed by
the Portuguese.
4. Discuss the spice monopoly of the crown.
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5. Analyze the voyage of Pedro Alvares Cabral-Lisbon
to Brazil and the exploration of Brazil.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 87 to 89
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them the student will be able to:
1. Determine the reasons for the struggle between
Spain and Portugal in colonizing Brazil (according
to the Treaty of Tordesilhas
.
)
2. Point out the most important agricultural products
of Brazil.
3. Present to the class his/her opinion on the way
the natives of Brazil was indoctrinated by the
conquerors
.
C. Consequences of the Portuguese expansion.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 91 to 94
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them the student will be able to write about
the economic, cultural, social and moral consequences of
the Portuguese expansion.
IV . Decay of Portuguese Empire .
A. The Crisis of 1580 and Decay Factors.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 75 to 80-
Breve Historia de Portugal, ilustrada (Jose Hermano
Saraiva) and discussing them the student will be able to.
1.
Discuss the politics of D. Sebastiao and his
dreams relating to the Morrocan territory.
Evaluate the problem of succession after his
death
.
3. Name who could be the new king.
4. Choose the man/woman the student feels should be
the new king and defend why.
B. The Filipian Domination.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 80 to 82
—
Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose Hermano
Saraiva) and pages 109 to 115—Brbve Historia de Portugal
(A. Martins) and discussing them the student will be able
to answer 10 questions formulated by them about the
Filipian Government.
V. The Restoration
A. The Revolution of 1640 and its factors.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 115 to 119
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them the student will be able to:
1. Investigate the internal factors which were the
basis for the restoration of the Portuguese
monarchy
.
2
.
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Investigate the external factors which were
the basis for the restoration of the Portuguese
monarchy
.
B. The War of Restoration and peace with Spain.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 121 to 125--
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them; and after forming student council to
decide the best decision for the country, students will be
able to:
1. Write a short composition describing the
Revolution of December 1, 1640.
2. Write the name of the new king chosen by the
Portuguese people.
VI . Portugal during the last quarter of the XVII century
until the end of the XVIII century .
A. The Population.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 227 to 232
—
Historia Concisa de Portugal (Jose Hermano Saraiva) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Determine some reasons for internal migrations.
2. Determine some reasons for external migrations.
3. Name some places outside the country that received
Portuguese emigrants.
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4. Compare the economic crisis which led to the
emigration in XVIII and XX centuries.
5. Discuss the merchant politics of "Conda da
Ericeira .
"
B. Economic importance of Brazil to Portugal.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 129 to 132
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them the student will be able to:
1. Give some reasons for the economical importance
of Brazil to Portugal during the 18th century.
2. Analyze the importance of gold in the national
recuperation process.
C. The absolutist reforms.
1. Discuss the impact of the gold from Brazil and the
epoch of D. Joao V.
2. Discuss the economic and cultural politics of
Marques de Pombal
.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 88 to 93
—
Breve Historia de Portugal
—
(Jose Hermano Saraiva) ; 137 to
141—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them the student will be able to:
1
.
Relate the cultural reforms of D. Joao V with the
economic possibilities motivated by the rise of gold.
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2. State which monuments were constructed with the
rise of gold from Brazil.
3. Analyze the effect of the Holy Inquisition.
4. Investigate the two principal reasons for the
economic crisis during this period.
5. Discuss the cultural politics of Pombal.
VII. The Liberalism in Portugal
A. The French invasions.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 149 to 154
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them the student will be able to:
1. Discuss the "Bloqueio Continental" and how
Portugal accepted it
.
2. Discuss orally the Treaty of Fontainebleau.
3. Name the 3 French Generals leading the 3
invasions of Portugal.
4. Investigate some consequences of the French
invasions
.
5. Deduce the three most important consequences of
the movement of the Royal Family to Brazil.
B. The Liberal Monarchy
Specific objectives. After reading pages 270 to 274--
Historia Concisa de Portugal (Jose Hermano Saraiva) and
discussing them, the student will be able to
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1. Discuss absolutist regimens.
2. Discuss liberal regimens.
3. Compare absolutist and liberal regimens.
C. The Constitution of 1822 and the independence of
Brazil
.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 159 to 162
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Explore the main provisions of the Constitution
of 1822.
2. Investigate why the Constitution set up three
separate branches.
3. Discuss the powers of each branch.
4. Analyze the movement for independence of Brazil.
5. Evaluate the consequences of Brazil's independence
to Portugal.
D. The Civil War
.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 282 to 284
Historia Concisa de Portugal (Jose Hermano Saraiva) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Give some reasons for the Civil War.
2. Compare and contrast the ideology of D. Pedro IV
and the ideology of D. Miguel.
Discuss the consequences of the Civil War.3.
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E. The Triumph of Liberal Ideology.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 167 and 168
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and discussing
them, the student will be able to:
1. Analyze the political situation of Portugal
during the Civil War.
2. Investigate the final consequences of the Civil
War to D. Miguel.
F. The Liberal Reforms.
1. The Cultural Reform.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 169 to 170
—
Breve Historia de Portugal, (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Discuss the cultural reform in Public education of
Passos Manuel.
2. Discuss the cultural deed of D. Pedro V.
2. Economic Reform.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 303 to 310
Historia Concisa de Portugal (Jose Hermano Saraiva) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Compare the economic situation of Portugal
during the 19th and 20th centuries.
Discuss the industrial, commercial and agricultural
development of Portugal during the 19th century.
2.
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3. Analyze the consequences of this progress to the
Portuguese society.
4. Investigate the problems of communications and the
actions taken in order to overcome them.
C. The Colonization of Africa
Specific objectives
. After reading 175 to 183
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and discussing
them, the student will be able to:
1. Discuss the consequences of the first explorations
in Africa.
2. Interpret European interest in Africa.
3. Explain orally the reasons for the Conference of
Berlin and the division of Africa.
4. Explain the pink map.
5. Explain the English Ultimatum.
6. State three consequences of the English
Ultimatum to Portugal.
VIII. The Republic as a new form of government .
A. The first Republic—The Revolution of 1910.
Specific objectives . After reading pages 185 to 187
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
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1* Investigate three facts that constituted the basis
of the Republican Revolution.
2. Discuss the dictatorship of Joao Franco.
3. Analyze the political situation of the country
after the King's assassination.
4. Explore the causes of the Republican Revolution of
October 5, 1910.
1. The Constitution of 1911.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 189 and
190—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Identify the major aspects of the Constitution of
1911
.
2. To investigate the cultural, social and economic
structure of the new Constitution.
2. The participation of Portugal in the First World War.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 112 and 113--
Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose Hermano Saraiva)
and discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Investigate the position of Portugal during the
First World War: The Anglo-Lusa Alliance,
German Imperialism and the Portuguese interest
in Africa.
2
.
Discuss the Treaty of Versaille.
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3. Explain orally the reasons for the position of
the United States in the First World War.
B. The Second Republic.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 191 to 193
—
Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins Afonso) and
discussing them the student will be able to:
1. Discuss the crisis of the Portuguese Parliament
during this time.
2. Analyze the deed of Sidonio Pais.
3. Describe the Revolution of May 28, 1926.
1.
The Dictatorship of Salazar
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 114 to 119
Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose Hermano Saraiva)
and discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. Investigate some reasons for this dictatorship.
2. Analyze the three major differences between the
Constitutions of 1911 and 1933.
3. Discuss the principles of "Estado Novo": the
corporativism, the rural space, the cultural
ideology and the colonial politics.
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C. The Third Republic
1. The Revolution of April 25, 1974.
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 119 and 120
—
Breve Historia de Portugal, ilustrada (Jose Hermano
Saraiva) and discussing them, the student will be able
to
:
1. Give some reasons for the Revolution of April
25, 1974.
2. Write the names of the President of the Republic
and the First Minister during this time.
3. Discuss the ideology of this Revolution.
4. Discuss the reasons for the decolonization of
the Portuguese territories.
2. The Political Parties
Specific objectives
.
After reading papers 122 and
123—Breve Historia de Portugal (Jose Hermano Saraiva)
and discussing them, the student will be able to:
1. State the five major political parties in
Portugal
.
2. Analyze the ideology of each one of the
part ies
.
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3. An overview of the actual situation
Specific objectives
. After reading pages 122 and
123—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose Hermano
Saraiva) and discussing them, the student will be able
to
:
1. Write the names of the President of the
Republic, the First Minister and Vice-First
Minister and discuss the duties of each
one
.
2. Write which parties are in power today.
3. Write the name of the president of each
political party today.
Teaching Resources and Materials
The following teaching resources and materials were
used throughout this unit:
School supplies : (chalk, blackboard, paper, pencils
and pens); note books; maps of: the world, United States,
no
Europe, Iberian Peninsula, Continental Portugal,
Portuguese Islands, Africa, Asia, South America; post
cards; slides; magazines; encyclopedias: World Book,
American; atlas; record player; records; dictionaries;
projector (16 mm); overall projector.
Text books : Afonso, Martins A. —Breve Historia de
Portugal
,
4a Edicao—Porto Editora, Lda.
,
1979; Amado
,
Jose Carlos
—
Historia de Portugal
,
Verbo Juvenil—Editorial
Verbo-Lisboa, 1966; Barreira, Anibal, A. do Carmo Reis,
Zita Areal
—
Historia de Portugal—
3
a
Edicao, 2 Ano do
Ensino Preparatorio—Edicoes ASA—Porto, 1978; Carvalho,
Pedro de
—
Historia de Portugal—para a 4a classe, Porto
d slEditora, L
;
Herculano, Alexandre
—
Lendas e Narrativas—
Tomo II—Livraria Bertrand—Venda Nova, Amadora, 1970;
Ollivier, texto de Jean; Desenhos de Eduardo Coelho--
Vasco da Gama na rota das especiarias
,
Historia Universal
em Banda Desenhada—A Descoberta do Mundo—Publicacoes
Dorn Quixote, Rua Luciano Cordeiro, 119-Lisboa; Saraiva,
Jose Hermano
—
Historia Concisa de Portugal
,
Publicacoes Europa—America, coleccao—saber--Mira--
Sintra--Mem Martins; Saraiva, Jose Hermano
—
Breve
Historia de Portugal ilustrada—Livaria Bertrand, Apartado
37—Amadora; Santos, M. Martins dos , Vera Costa-
-
Histori
a
de Portugal— 2.° Ano ciclo preparatorio do Ensino Secun-
dario—Platano Editora SARL—Lisboa--1978
.
Ill
Films such as—Portugal Continental from: Educacao
Permanente-Lisboa
,
Ilhas dos Acores from: Educacao
Permanente-Lisboa
,
Ilha da Madeira from: Educacao
Permanente-Lisboa
.
Suggested Activities
The following activities were used throughout this
unit
:
- Discussion of problems presented before and/or
after readings
- Discussion of readings
- Collections of pictures and cards
- Collections of magazines
- Coloring maps or parts of maps
- Drawings
- Comparisons
- Role playing—The problem of 1383-1385, The
Revolution of 1640, D. Filipa de Vilhena, V,B
Council to Vote.
- School trip to the Dighton Rock Museum, Fall River,
Portuguese discoverors
- Tracing trips from Portugal to . . .
- Tracing maps
- Compositions
- Art crafts— 1 hour every Saturday
See Appendix B for some very special activities.
FOOTNOTES
Hilda Taba. Curriculum Development—Theory and
Practice
. New York"! Harcourt
,
Brace and World/ Inc..
1962. p. 12.
CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF THE SIXTH GRADE SOCIAL
STUDIES CURRICULUM
Introduction
This social studies curriculum was based on principles
of curriculum development, and this researcher's experience
as an elementary Portuguese teacher for the past twenty
one years. This curriculum's development was guided by the
anthropological fact that no culture can survive unless
selected aspects of that culture are directly, consciously,
carefully, and thoroughly transmitted to the children who
are to inherit that culture. For the Portuguese children
of overseas schools, this is most important because this
new generation is outside of Portugal, having only family
ties to the mainland. Therefore, the work of the overseas
schools is of crucial importance since it has to maintain
and reinforce these ties.
As mentioned in the methodology, (Chapter I) the
development of this curriculum was based on dialogue. It
commences and terminates in dialogue as shown in Figure I.
Teacher and students discussed and analyzed the facts
together through dialogue.
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"Only dialogue, which requires critical thinking, is
also capable of generating critical thinking". 1 According
to this, it is necessary to avoid the traditional telling
of facts. The student and teacher in dialogical
relationship involve themselves in a problem-posing educa-
tion. By using this dialogical approach, the goals of the
curriculum were implemented.
These goals were:
1. To meet the needs of the oversea schools student.
2. To adequately prepare the students for the final
evaluation
.
3. To prepare the students to advance in his/her
education
.
4. To provide students with a knowledge of their
history and culture.
5. To know himself /herself better in order to be
proud of being Portuguese.
These goals were selected at the beginning of the year by
the teacher, the students and the parents as explained at
the beginning of Chapter III. In order to determine to what
extent these goals had been achieved, several techniques
were used. First, everyday, at the end of each lesson,
the students were evaluated by the teacher or each other
to determine the achievement of the specific objectives.
This way problems were quickly identified and corrected.
For example, if the evaluation shows that a concept had
been poorly grasped, quick remediation took place. By
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continuously checking the small steps, the teacher
observed many different facets of the curriculum while it
was being implemented. Second, the results of the unit
tests were collected and analyzed. While the formative
evaluation provided daily feedback, this summative
evaluation led to grades and judgements about the quality
of the students' performance. These data were mailed home
in December, March and May in order to keep the parents of
the twenty students informed about their school progress.
The reports were signed by parents and returned to school.
The advantage of using a combination of formative and
summative evaluation was that there were no surprises at the
end’ of the school year. Third, the final evaluation
according to the Portuguese school law took place. This
final evaluation followed a new process this year. Instead
of a final exam (written and oral tests designed and
administered by a panel of three members) the final
evaluation was completed as follows: (1) On the last
fifteen days of school, a battery of written and oral
exams were designed and administered by Dr. Fatima Sequeira,
appointed by the Portuguese Consul General of Boston.
This battery was a combination of written and oral tests
in each subject. She graded the tests and sent the results
to the Portuguese Consul General in Boston. (See
social studies was designedAppendix D ) . The test in
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according to th© curriculum d©v©lop©d by this r©s©archsr.
(2) As the law prescribes, on June 15th, each student
was evaluated based on the written and oral tests given
by Dr. Fatima Sequeira, and the unit tests administered
by the teacher. The average of the scores was calculated
and a letter grade given to the students. Present at this
time to witness were:
—Maria Pires—the teacher of 6th grade
—Ercilia Castro—the teacher from the Portuguese
Overseas School of Milford, named by the Portuguese
Consul General in Boston
—Emilia Mendonca—the Inspector from the Education
Department in Lisbon, Portugal.
After carefully reviewing all the data collected,
Ercilia Castro wrote an "acta de encerramento" or official
document, with the evaluation results stating that all the
twenty students had passed. The original was sent to the
Portuguese Consul General, according to the law, but a copy
is presented in Appendix D. This evaluation, as described,
is not according to the methodology in which this study
is based. But it was necessary to follow some directions
according to the Portuguese law, for final evaluation
because this school is official and this curriculum
developed needs to be recognized by the Portuguese
authorities in order to be used for other overseas schools.
Furthermore, one of the students expressed goals was "to
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pass on the final evaluation (final exam)". The
traditional evaluation approach was avoided as much as
possible and dialogical evaluation, students' evaluation
or self evaluation implemented, as often as possible.
Fourth, also used was a questionnaire asking students,
parents and teacher to give their opinion as to the extent
to which the curriculum's goals had been achieved. This
technique was chosen as the most effective and practical
way of obtaining this information.
Grading Criteria
In order to evaluate the knowledge acquired by the
students the formative evaluation took place at the end of
each class as described through the curriculum development
as the way to achieve the specific objectives. The
summative evaluation took place at the end of each unit by
a test designed, most of the time, by the students. Each
student elaborated the questions s/he thought were
adequate and important to the subject of the unit. All
questions were written on the blackboard. After that, ten
questions were chosen to make up the test. Each question
was worth ten points and the whole test was worth a hundred
points. The teacher added two questions in order to be
evaluated but these did not carry any points. The time
allowed for completing the test was 35 minutes. Five extra
minutes were given for those who needed more time.
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While the questions were elaborated, opportunity for
feedback was provided because the students discussed with
each other the important events of each unit remembering at
the same time the subject of the unit itself. Half a point
(.5) was deducted for each mispelled Portuguese word above
eight. If more than eight English words were used, half a
point ( .5) was also deducted for each. These to measures
were essential in order to evaluate the achievement of the
objectives expressed by the students as "to learn writing
Portuguese' and "to meet the needs of the overseas schools
students"
.
To correct the tests and assign grades to them, the
same criteria were used. Each test was read aloud by the
teacher and each student corrected it, remaining unidentified
Grades were assigned using the following scale: Exc
.
(Eng. and
Port.) A (Eng) or M.Bom (Port.) B (Eng.) or Bom (Port.) C
(Eng.) or Suf. (Port.) and D (Eng.) or franco (Port). Observ-
ing the honesty and the good sense of the students while
evaluating their classmates was a very rewarding experience.
At the end, at the final evaluation- and having to follow the
traditional steps according to the Portuguese law the
experience was not as rewarding.
Final evaluation:
1. For the written test administered by Dr. A. Sequeira,
ten questions were used, focusing the most
important points of the curriculum developed. She
graded them with Exc.
,
A or M.Bom, B or Bom. C ot
Suf. and D or franco.
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2. The final evaluation, based on the data collected,
used Pass or Fail option.
Evaluation Instruments Used
Students Instruments
. In order to measure each goal as
stated in the early stages of this study, the following
measurement devices were used:
Goal number 1—"To meet the needs of the Overseas
schools students". A questionnaire was developed. In
order to measure the achievement of this goal, questions
number 1, 2, 3 and 4 were used.
Goal number 2— "To adequately prepare the students for
the final evaluation". Questions number 5, 6, 7 and 8
were used. Besides that the results of the final evaluation
described on page 118 of this chapter were used. (See
appendix D for details)
Goal number 3— "To prepare the students to advance
in his/her education". Questions number 9, 10, 11 and 12
were used.
Goal number 4— "To provide students with a knowledge
of their history and culture". Questions number 13, 14, 15
and 16 were used. Besides that Dra Sequeira, as described
on page of this chapter, administered a written and oral
test to the 6th grade students in social studies. This
test served to measure the knowledge acquired by students.
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Goal number 5 "To know himself /herself better in
order to be proud of being Portuguese", the questions
number 17, 18, 19 and 20 were used.
Parents Instruments
. An underlying assumption of this study
is that if parents are actively and genuinely involved in
their children's education and schooling, schools will in
turn be more effective. If program goals are decided by
parents in conjunction with others closest to the children,
they will probably be very different from those composed
by administrators, boards of education, and society as a
whole. Because of this belief, this researcher called
three parent meetings. The first was called at the
beginning of the year, in order to select the goals for the
curriculum and assign priorities to the goals. The second
meeting was called in February in order to discuss progress.
The third meeting was called at the end of the school year
to evaluate the experience and the curriculum. At the
final meeting the following items were discussed:
— If the curriculum was responsive to the children's
needs
;
— If the learning style seemed appropriate.
— If there was evidence of achievement of the goals.
After a general discussion a questionnaire was pre-
sented to the parents so they could specifically evaluate
the curriculum. The questionnaire consisted of twenty
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questions. Four questions were asked per goal. The
questions were presented accompanied by a scale in which
the respondents were asked to rate each question as
follows: Excellent; V. Good./M. Bom; Good/Bom; Av./Suf.'
L. Av./Fraco; poor/mau.
A questionnaire similar to that of the parents was
filled by the students and by the teacher.
Tables 1 through 21 present the results of the Unit
tests and final evaluation conducted by Dra. Sequeira
which added to the data for goals number 2 and 4.
The data collected from these instruments are
presented in Tables 1 through 15. All tables present the
responses by goal. Tables 16 through 18 present the
responses for all five goals.
Table 1
Goal 1: To meet the needs of the oversea
schools' students"
Students' response to Goal
Number 1
1 Student Quest ions
1 2 3 4 Total
1 5 5 5 R 9.0
2 5 4 R R i a
3 5 5 R R 90
4 5 5 R R 9.0
5 5 5 R R 90
6 5 R R R 90
7 5 5 R R 9.0
8 5 4 R R 1 0
9 5 5 R R 9.0
10 5 5 R R 9.0
11 5 R R R 9.0
12 5 4 R R 1 9
13 5 4 4 R 1 8
14 5 5 R R 9.0
15 5 5 R R 90
16 5 5 R R 20
17 R R 4 R .19
18 5 3 R 5 18
19 5 R R R - 20
20 5 R 5_ 5_ 20
Results: Excellent = 14
Very Good = 6
Table 2
Parents ' response to Goal
Number 1
Quest ions
Parent 1 2 3 4 Total
1 4 4 4 5 17
2 4 3 4 5 16
3 4 4 4 5 17
4 4 4 4 5 17
5 4 4 5 5 18
6 4 3 5 5 17
7 4 4 5 5 18
8 4 4 4 5 17
9 4 4 4 5 17
10 4 4 4 5 17
11 4 4 5 5 18
12 4 4 5 5 18
13 4 5 4 5 18
14 4 5 4 5 18
15 4 5 4 5 17
16 4 4 4 5 17
17 4 3 4 5 16
18 4 3 4 5 16
19 4 3 4 5 16
20 4 4 4 5 17
Results: Very Good = 16 Good - 4
Table 3
Teacher's response to Goal # 1
Questions
Teacher 1 2 3 4 Total
1
4 3 3 4 14
Result: Average
Table 4
Goal 2: "To adequately prepare the students
for the final evaluation"
Students' responses to Goal
Number 2
—
Quest ions
Student 5 6 7 8 Total
1 5 5 4 4 18
2 3 5 4 4 16
3 4 5 5 4 18
4 4 5 5 4 18
5 5 5 5 4 19
6 5 5 4 4 18
7 4 5 4 4 17
8 3 5 5 4 17
9 5 5 5 5 20
10 5 5 5 5 20
11 5 5 5 5 20
12 5 5 4 4 18
13 3 5 4 4 16
14 5 5 4 4 18
1
5
5 5 5 5 20
16 4 5 5 5 19
17 4 5 4 5 18
18 5 5 4 4 18
19 4 5 4 4 17
20 5 5 4 4 18
Results: Excellent = 4
Very Good = 14
Good = 2
Table 5
Parents' response to Goal # 2
Quest ions
Parent 5 6 7 8 Total
1 4 5 4 5 18
2 4 5 4 5 18
3 4 5 4 5 18
4 4 5 4 5 18
5 4 5 4 5 18
6 5 5 5 5 20
7 5 5 5 5 20
8 5 5 5 5 20
9 5 5 5 5 20
10 5 5 5 5 20
11 5 5 4 5 19
12 4 5 4 5 18
13 4 5 5 5 19
14 4 5 4 5 18
15 5 5 5 5 20
16 4 5 5 5 19
17 4 5 5 5 19
18 5 5 4 5 19
19 4 5 4 5 18
20 4 5 4 5 18
Results: Excellent = 6 Very Good = 14
Table 6
Teacher's response to Goal ff 2
Questions
Teacher 5 6 7 8 Total
1 4 4 5 4 17
Results: Very Good
Table 7
Goal 3: "To prepare the student to advance
in his/her education"
Students' response to Goal
Number 3
Quest ions
Student 9 10 11 12 Total
1 5 5 5 4 19
2 5 5 5 4 19
3 5 5 5 5 20
4 5 5 5 5 20
5 5 5 5 5 20
6 5 5 5 5 20
7 5 5 5 5 20
8 5 5 5 5 20
9 5 5 5 5 20
10 5 5 5 5 20
11 5 5 5 5 20
12 5 5 5 5 20
13 3 5 5 4 17
14 5 5 5 4 19
15 4 5 5 4 18
16 4 5 5 5 19
17 4 5 5 5 19
18 2 5 5 5 17
19 5 5 5 5 20
20 5 5 5 5 20
Results: Excellent = 12 Very Good = 8
Table 8
Parents' response to Goal # 3
—
Quest ions
Parent 9 10 11 12 Total
1 4 5 5 5 19
2 4 5 5 5 19
3 4 5 5 5 id
4 5 5 5 5 20
5 5 5 5 5 20
6 5 5 5 5 20
7 5 5 5 5 20
8 5 5 5 5 20
9 5 5 5 5 20
10 5 5 5 5 20
11 5 5 5 5 20
12 5 5 4 ~
5“
19
13 5 5 4
5~" 19
14 5 5 5 5 20
15 5 5 5 5 20
16 5 5 4 5 19
17 5 5 4 5 19
18 5 5 4 5 19
19 5 5 5 5 20
20 5 4 5 19
Results: Excellent = 11 Good - 9
Table 9
Teacher's response to Goal # 3
Questions
Teacher 9 10 11 12 Total
1 4 4 4 4 16
Result: Good
Table 10
Goal 4: "To provide students with a knowledge
of their history and culture"
Students' response to Goal
Number 4
—
,
Questions
Student 13 14 15 16 Total
• 1 4 5 5 5 19
2 5 5 5 19
3 4 5 4 5 18
4 4 5 4 5 18
5 4 5 4 5 18
6 5 5 5 5 20
7 5 5 5 5 20
3 5 5 5 5 20
9 5 5 5 5 20
10 5 5 5 o 20
li 5 5 5 19
12 5 5 5 5 20
13 5 5 4 5 19
14 5 5 4 5 19
15 4 5 5 5 19
16 5 5 5 5 20
17 5 5 5 5 20
18 5 5 5 20
19 5 5 5 5_ 20
20 5 5 5 5 20
Results: Excellent = 11 Very Good = 9
Table 11
Parents' response to Goal # 4
Quest ions
Parent 13 14 15 16 Total
1 4 5 4 5 18
2 4 5 3 4 16
3 4 5 4 4 17
4 4 5 4 5 18
5 4 5 4 5 18
6 4 5 4 5 18
7 4 5 5 5 19
8 4 5 5 5 19
9 4 5 5 5 19
10 4 5 5 5 19
11 4 5 5 4 18
12 4 5 5 5 19
13 4 5 3 5 17
14 4 5 4 5 18
15 4 5 4 5 18
16 4 5 4 5 18
17 4 5 4 5 18
18 4 5 4 5l 18
19 4 5 5 5_ 19
20 4 5 5_ 5_ 19
Results: Very Good = 19 Good = 1
Table 12
Teacher response to Goal # 4
Questions
Teacher 13 14 15 16 Total
1 4 4 4 4 16
Result: Very Good
Table 13
Goal 5: "To know himself /herself better in order
to be proud of being Portuguese"
Students' response to Goal
Number 5
—
Quest ions
Student 17 18 19 20 Total
1 5 5 5 5 20
2 5 4 5 5 19
3 5 4 5 5 19
4 5 4 5 5 19
5 5 5 5 5 20
6 5 5 5 5 20
7 5 4 5 5 19
8 5 4 5 5 19
9 5 5 5 5 20
10 5 5 5 5 20
11 5 5 5 5 20
12 5 5 5 5 20
13 5 4 5 5 19
14 5 4 5 5 19
15 5 4 5 5 19
16 5 5 5 5 20
17 5 5 5 5 20
18 5 5 5 5 20
19 5 4 5 . 5 19
20 5 4 5 5 19
Results: Excellent = 10 Very Good = 10
Table 14
Parents' Response to Goal H 5
T—
Questions
Parent 17 18 19 20 Total
1 5 5 5 5 20
2 5 4 4 5 18
3 5 4 4 5 18
4 5 4 3 5 17
5 5 5 4 5 19
6 5 5 4 5 19
7 5 4 4 5 18
8 5 4 5 5 19
9 5 5 5 5 20
~To~~ 5 5 5 5 20
11 5 4 5 5 19
12 5 4 4 5 *
—
*
CG
13 5 5 4 5 19
14 5 5 __ 5. 5 20
15 5 5 5 5 20 ....
16 5 5 5 5 20
17 5 4 4 5 18
18 5 4 4 5_ IS
19 5 4 4 5
_
18
20 5 5 19
Results: Excellent = 6 Very Good = 14
Table 15
Teacher response to Goal K 5
Quest ions
Teacher 17 18 19 20 Total
1 5 4 3 4 16
Results: Very Good
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Table 16
Students' global evaluation of goals achievement
Goals
Student 1 2 3 4 5 Total
1 20 18 19 19 20 96
2 19 16 19 19 19 92
3 20 18 20 18 19 95
4 20 18 20 18 19 95
5 20 19 20 18 20 97
6 20 18 20 20 20 98
7 20 17 20 20 19 96
8 19 17 20 20 19 95
9 20 20 20 20 20 100
10 20 20 20 20 20 100
11 20 20 20 19 20 99
12 19 18 20 20 20 97
13 18 16 17 19 19 89
14 20 18 19 19 19 95
15 20 20 18 19 19 96
16 20 19 19 20 20 98
17 19 18 19 20 20 96
18 18 18 17 20 20 93
19 20 17 20 20 19 96
20 20 18 20 20 19 97
Table 17
Parents' global evaluation of goals achievement
_Croals
Parent 1 2 3 4 5 Total
1 17 18 19 18 20 92
2 16 18 19 16 18 87
3 17 18 19 17 18 89
4 17 18 20 18 17 90
5 18 18 20 18 19 93
6 17 20 20 18 19 94
7 18 20 20 19 18 95
8 17 20 20 19 19 95
9 17 20 20 19 20 96
10 17 20 20 19 20 96
11 18 19 20 18 19 94
12 18 18 19 19 18 92
13 18 19 19 17 19 92
14 18 18 20 18 20 94
15 17 20 20 18 20 95
16 17 19 19 18 20 93
17 16 19 19 18 18 90
18 16 19 19 18 18 90
19 16 18 20 19 18 91
20 17 18 19 19 19 92
Table 18
Teacher's global evaluation of goals achievement
Goals
Teacher 1 2 3 4 5 Total
14 17 16 16 16 79
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Table 19
Students' unit test scores, average scores
and letter grades (Goal 4)
L nit Tes t Grtide Average
Studenib 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Score Grade
1 85 80 75 78 81 89 l32 .
5
75 75 80 13 /Bom
2 75 72 35 60 35 77.5 73 72 74 70 C/Suf
3 75 84 74 75 75 100 80 ~STT 70 79 C/Suf
4 83 80 75 80 70 99 85 72 85 81 B/Bom
5 80 87 90 92 75 95 75 00 S3“^5“ B/ Bom
6 95 100 95 100 80 95 87 90 95 93 A/M . Bom
7 80 85 75 70 75 95 84 77 80 80 B/Bom
8 97 90 80 98 75 95 95 95 83 90 A/M . Bom
9 100 cc
f— 95 100 90 100 00 85 05 96 A / M . Bom
10 100 100 95 100 94 Too
”
1100 100 95 98 A/M . Bom
11 95 95 85 SS75 78 100 99 90 85 91 A/M.Bom
12 95 100 90 100 85 95 75 80 85 89 B/Bom
~T3~ 80 87 70 80 75 88 70 83 75 79 C/Suf
14 100 100 95 99 79 95 94 90 95 94 A/M . Bom
15 85 80 75 75 85 100 80 75 75 81 B / Bom
16 72.5 71 65 75 75 90 75 80 85 77 C/Suf
17 95 95 95 95 75 95 75 72 74 86 B/Bom
18 90 95 90 93.5 75 95 85 85 90 89 B/Bom
19 84 87 80 85 80 98.5 85 85 80 S!> B/Bom
20 85 90 80 99 70 100 75 84 80 8 5 B/Bom
Avorage 88 89 82 87 78 9!
.
84 S3 83 85
Table 20
Students' score and letter grade for
general Social Studies test
administered by Dra . Sequeira
(Goal # 4)
Student Score Grade
1 84 B/Bom
2 73 C/Suf
3 72 C/Suf
4 80 B/Bom
5 85 B/Bom
6 90 A/M . Bom
7 70 C/Suf
8 85 B/Bom
9 90 A/M.Bom
10 100 EXC
11 95 A/M.Bom
12 83 B/Bom
13 89 B/Bom
14 90 A/M.Bom
15 72 C/Suf
16 71 C/Suf
17 82 B/Bom
18 85 B/Bom
19 75 C/Suf
20 80 B/Bom
Class Average = 83 (B/Bom)
Class
curve
for
general
Social
Studies
test
(Goal
#4)
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Table 21
Results of Final Evaluation
Administered by Dra . Sequeira
(Goal # 2)
Student Written Test Oral Test "inal Grades
Eng. Port
.
Eng. Port. ]ng. Port
.
1 B Bom B Bom B Bom
2 C Suf C Suf C Suf
3 C Suf C Suf C Suf
4 B Bom B Bom B Bom
5 B Bom B Bom B Bom
6 A M . Bom A M.Bom A M . Bom
7 C Suf C Suf C Suf
8 B Bom B Bom B Bom
9 A M . Bom A M . Bom A M . Bom
10 EXC EXC A M . Bom A M . Bom
11 A M . Bom A M.Bom A M . Bom
12 B Bom A M . Bom A M.Bom
13 B Bom C Suf C Suf
14 A M . Bom A M . Bom A M.Bom
15 C Suf B Bom C Suf
16 C Suf C Suf C Suf
17 B Bom A M . Bom A M . Bom
18 B Bom B Bom B Bom
19 C Suf C Suf C Suf
20 B Bom B Bom B Bom
Class
curve
for
unit
tests
(Goal
13S
<M
H
I
CO
-P
C
(D
T3
3
-P
CO
FOOTNOTES
^Paulo Freire
The Seabury Press
,
Pedagogy of the Oppressed
,
1970, p. 81.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduct ion
This chapter discusses the findings presented in the
previous chapter, some major conclusions regarding the
achievement of the goals pursued by the curriculum developed
and implemented in this study, and some recommendations
advanced by this researcher.
Achievement of Goals
The data to be presented in this section was collected
as part of the day-to-day formative evaluation that character-
ized the implementation of this study. This type of evalua-
tion was helpful because it indicated when students had a
poor grasp of any topic. For example, some difficulties
arose when covering the Earldom of Portucalense
,
Second
Dinasty—The Era of Discoveries and some others. (See Chapter
III) Because of the formative evaluation approach, all these
were given extra attention until fully understood by the
group. Also to be discussed are data collected as part
of the final summative evaluation that also took place as
an essential component of the study. Various instruments
were used for data collection purposes. Among them were.
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1. Questionnaires answered by students, parents and
teacher
.
2. Unit tests designed and evaluated by students in
class
.
3. Oral and written tests administered by the
Portuguese government representative.
4. Daily evaluations completed by teacher and students
in dialogue.
Formative Evaluation Results
The simulation strategies proved to be a great learning
tool. The students expressed that they really enjoyed them
in an oral assessment of these strategies. The gain in
vocabulary and the ability for improvisation were definite.
The students' creativity in all areas was astounding as
demonstrated by the diverse craft and other types of projects
submitted for the end of the year competition. According to
the data collected, the highest scores were those units in
which simulations were used. A good example is the Unit on
History in which several simulations were used and the class
test scores averaged 95.
Many times it was necessary to spend extra time with
some students, especially students number 1 and 13 in order
to avoid their failure. These two students did not
participate in class discussions at the beginning of the
year. Thanks to early intervention by the teacher and
open dialogue their behavior improved and reached the
average level by February.
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The summative evaluation was carried out by students,
parents, teacher and three officials representing the
Portuguese government examiners.
A goal by goal analysis will now be given based on
the collected data already presented in Chapter IV.
Goal number 1 . "To meet the needs of the Oversea Schools
students .
"
The questionnaires (students, parents and teacher)
(See Appendix D) questions number 1, 2, 3 and 4 were used
for evaluating this goal. The results were the
following
:
Students (20) Parents (20) Teacher (1)
Excellent 14 Very Good 16 Average
Very Good 6 Good 4
Based on the results we can conclude that this goal
was very well achieved.
Goal number 2 . "To adequately prepare the students for the
final evaluation."
This was evaluated by:
1. Students, parents and teacher's questionnaires.
Questions number 4, 6, 7 and 8 pertained to this
goal. The results were as follow:
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Students (20) Parents (20) Teacher (1)
Excellent 4 Excellent 6 Very Good
Very Good 14 Very Good 14
Good 2
2. Students’ final evaluation:
—Summative evaluation by Unit. The results were
these: A — 6
B —10
C — 4
—Combination of written and oral tests admin-
istered by Dr. Sequeira. The results were
these: A — 7
B — 6
C — 7
—The results of the final evaluation with the
Inspector Emilia Mendonca from Portugal were:
All the 20 students passed.
The overall achievement of this goal
,
based on these
results, must be considered Very Good.
Goal number 3 . "To prepare the students to advance in
his/her education."
The achievement of this goal was evaluated by the
students', parents' and teacher’s questionnaires, questions
number 9, 10, 11, 12.
The results were the followi
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ng:
Students (20) Parents (20) Teacher (1)
Excellent 12
Very Good 8
Excellent 11
Very Good 9
Good
It can be said that this goal was well achieved.
Goal number 4
. "To provide students with a knowledge of
their history and culture."
This goal was measured by:
1. General social studies test administered by
Dr. Sequeira. The results of this was a class
average of 83 or B.
2. Questions number 13, 14, 15 and 16 of the
questionnaire. The results were:
Students (20) Parents (20) Teacher (1)
Excellent 11 Very Good 19 Very Good
Very Good 9 Good 1
According to these results, this goal was very well
met
.
Goal number 5. "To know himsel f /hersel f better in order
to be proud of being Portuguese."
In order to evaluate the achievement of this goal,
the students, parents and teacher's questionnaire was used.
Questions number 17, 18, 19 and 20 pertained to this goal.
The results were:
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Students (20) Parents (20) Teacher (1)
Excellent 10 Excellent 6 Very Good
Very Good 10 Very Good 14
Based on these results the achievement of this goal
must be classified as Very Good.
Discussion of Findings: General Analysis
Based on the data collected the five goals of this
curriculum were very well met during its implementation.
The students also found the teacher to have done an
excellent job at implementing this curriculum.
The curriculum as developed served its purpose for
the Ludlow Portuguese Oversea School and could probably
be used in other oversea schools as presented here or with
minor adaptations. The use of dialogue throughout the
development, the implementation, and the evaluation of the
curriculum was also determined as very effective.
Becommondat ions
Based on the formative and summative evaluation
results some recommendations can be made. They are
divided into four major categories: recommendations for
the improvement of the curriculum, recommendations for
the teachers who would implement them, recommendations tor
parent involvement, and recommendations to the Portuguese
government
.
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Recommend at ions tor the Improvement of the curriculum.
One change is to further develop the Geography of
Portugal Section. This can be done by:
1. Discussing some specific customs and habits from
the students' region, especially the ones related
to family values.
2. Presenting an overview of: the eleven (11)
regions and 18 districts; the five most important
railroads, and the most important industries. This
will allow more individual attention to the
students and their particular ways of living. Also
it will reinforce the family values that they
bring with them.
Another change is to omit the first chapter of this
curriculum "Anthropology and Sociology." This part served
as the Introduction but the curriculum can be introduced
with a unit on customs and habits of students' families.
This could prove to be more interesting to students.
It would also help to shorten the first Unit of
History cutting the following: "The First People of the
Iberian Penn insula." "The Barbers Invasions-Alanos , Suevos
,
Vandalos and Visigodos." Instead of starting with "The
First People of the Iberian Penninsula," start with "The
Lusitano People" because these are their direct ancestors.
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The Units on the "Crisis of 1383-1385," "The Spanish
Government," and "The Revolution of 1640" do not need any
changes since they were very effective in accomplishing
the objectives.
It could be very interesting to carry out one of the
role playing exercises used and include it at the graduation
party at the end of the school year.
It should be recommended to inter-change correspondence
with students from other Portuguese Communities.
Each student could pick up one history subject and
make a project to be presented at the end of the school
year party, in the exposition along with the art-crafts
projects
.
Recommendations for Teachers
It would be good to introduce more simulations,
especially in the Unit "The Age of Expansion." For
example, the teacher can indicate one student to be "The
Prince Henry" and all the others will be the navigators,
with their captains, bringing the news of the maritime
voyages to Prince Henry.
They could also simulate the departures and arrivals
of the navigators. The reason for this recommendation is
because this Unit proved to be one of the hardest units
for the students to understand according to test results.
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It became evident that simulation helped in obtaining
good results in this and other units.
Students’ Recommendations
Each student could design his/her own test for each
unit
.
Each student should use the class mail box, every
day, to present his/her problems with lessons.
Recommendations for Parents Involvement
It should be helpful if the parents took an active
part in school life. They could help by making costumes
for the plays.
They should be in class when special activities take
place
.
They should help in some activities like describing
customs and habits, telling legends, etcetera.
The curriculum goals should include the parents
participation in selection therefore, this part does not
need any change but rather continued implementation.
The parents should participate in the evaluation of
curriculum. Their participation in this matter was very
useful to analyze the accomplishment of the curriculum
goals
.
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Recommendations to the Portuguese Government
The Portuguese Government should be more specific on
the final evaluation. It should not be a final evaluation
with final tests or exams applied to the students in order
to pass or fail. It should be the continuing evaluation
done Unit by Unit and, at the end of the school year, this
continuing evaluation reveals a "pass" or a "fail", or the
appropriate grading evaluation according to the criteria
used
.
One last recommendation should be made to all parties
involved— A trip to Portugal and, in loco, the observance
of the monuments and museums as well as the experience the
culture itself. It should be a concerted effort
especially by the Portuguese Government which should make
the necessary arrangements to provide for this difficult
but helpful activity.
When these changes are made and the recommendations
are followed, the new curriculum should be reevaluated to
determine its effectiveness.
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Appendix A
Goals Selected by Students, Parents and Teacher
Goals Selected
(by students)
157
Goals Exc
1. To meet the needs
of the OverseasSchool
students
2. To adequately prepare
the students for the
final examination
3. To prepare the
students to advance
in his/her education
4. To provide students
with a knowledge of
their history
and culture
5. To know himself/herseff
better in order to
be proud of being
Portuguese
14
12
11
10
V.G.
14
10
evel Reached
Good \v. L . Av
,
Poor
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Goals Selected
(by parents)
Goals
Level Reached
Exc V.G. Good Av. iL.Av. Poor
1. To meet the needs
of the Oversea School
students
2. To adequately prepare
the students for the
final examination
3. To prepare the
students to advance 11
in his/her education
4. To provide students
with a knowledge of
their history
and culture
5. To know himself/herself
better in order to
be proud of being
Portuguese
19
16
14
14
159
Goals Selected
(by teacher)
Goals
Level Reached
Exc. V . G
»
3ood Av . L.Av. Poor
1. To meet the needs of
the Oversea School
students
2. To adequately prepare
the students for the
final examination
3. To prepare the
students to advance
in his/her education
4. To provide students
with a knowledge of
their history
and culture
5. To know himseli/herself
better in order to
be proud of being
Portuguese
X
X
X
X
X
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Appendix B
Curriculum—Portuguese Version
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Visao global do Curriculo
Foi desenvolvido um curriculo em estudos sociais com
o fim de atingir as cinco metas discutidas anter iormente
.
Foi usado com os alunos que frequentaram a 6 a classe na
Escola Oficial Portuguesa de Ludlow. Deste curriculo fez
parte o seguinte:
1. As cinco metas a atingir, postas em termo de prioridade
pelos grupos responsaveis
—
professora, alunos e pais
2. Temas a desenvolver
3. Objectivos especificos a atingir
4. Actividades utilizadas
5. Metodos e pianos utilizados:
a) Apresenta^ao do problema em forma de pergunta
(1) Serviu para introduzir uma licao ou tema
especifico. 0 comecar com uma pergunta-
poblema foi uma forma de incentivar o aluno
b) Coleccao, organiza^ao e avaliaijao de informa^ao
adquirida
(1) Uma vez coleccionada , a informa^ao foi
organizada e avaliada pela sua relevancia com
perguntas especificas (problemas)
c) Reconhecimento rela^oes de causa e efeito
(1) 0 reconhecimento das relacoes entre causa e
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efeito proporcionou ao aluno uma melhor
compreensao dos diferentes modos de vida do
Homem em rela<j;ao a cultura de cada grupo
etnico
d) Desenhar dedu^oes e criar hipoteses
(1) Depois de coleccionar e organizar informat^ao
relevante, e provar a rela^ao entre a causa
e efeito, a proxima etape foi apresentar
repostas hipoteticas a pergunta-problema e
com elas verificar quais sao validas de acordo
com os factos conhecidos
e) Generalizar e aplicar os conbecimentos adquiridos
a novas situa^oes
f) Avaliacao
6. Materials a usar
7. Tecnicas de avaliacao aplicadas
No desenvolvimento deste curriculo foram ident if icadas
quatro areas principals: Antropologia
,
Sociologia, Geogra-
fia e Historia. As mesmas foram organizadas em tres capi-
tulos para serem desenvolvidas atraves dum ano lectivo de
trabalho. A sec 9ao de Antropologia e Sociologia serviu
como introdu9ao ao curriculo. A sec^ao de Geografia cobriu
a geografia de Portugal, territories Portugueses e paises
de lingua Portuguesa. A sec^ao de Historia cobriu a histo-
ria portuguesa desde a forma^ao do Reino Portugues ate ao
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tempo presente.
Seguem-se os tres capitulos:
CAPITULO I
ANTROPOLOG I A E SOCIOLOG I
A
Tema 1 . Os Seres Humanos apresentam mais semelhancas
9
que diferen^as entre si
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 92 a 96—Reino Animal, Da Amiba ao Homem—cada
aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Definir por escrito o significado de "Homosapiens ,
"
90% correcto
2. Escrever, pelo menos, 7 diferencas entre o modo de
viver do Homem pre-historico e do Homem actual
3. Escrever, pelo menos, 5 semelhancas entre o modo de
viver do Homem pre-historico e do Homem actual
4. Escrever o nome de tres racas humanas diferentes e
9
anotar a unica diferenca— a cor da pele
9
5. Apontar cinco modos pelos quais as suas habilidades
se sobrepoem
6. Escrever uma pequena redaccao sobre "ra^as humanas,"
anotando pelo menos:
a) Que qualquer raca humana e composta de seres huma-
nos com direitos iguais
b) racismo-preconceitos
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Tema 2 . Todo o ser Humano e animal, mas urn animal superior
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas de 1 a 6—Ciencias Geograf ico-Naturais (4a classe);
paginas 18 a 20—Historia e Geograf ia de Portugal, 1° Ano
do Ciclo Preparator io
,
cada estudante deve ser capaz de:
1. Escrever 4 semelhancas importantes, pelo menos, entre
o ser humano e os outros animais
2. Escrever 4 diferencas importantes, pelo menos, entre
o ser humano e outros animais
Tema 3 , 0 Homem observa e conhece o seu meio ambiente
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 6 a 9—Ciencias Geograf ico-Naturais (4 a classe),
cada estudante deve ser capaz de:
1. Escrever o nome dos cinco sentidos, 100% correcto
2. Descrever oralmente o seu meio ambiente, 80% correcto
3. Escrever, pelo menos, 3 adaptacoes ao seu meio ambiente
Tema 4 . 0 material e nivel cultural do Homem presente
sao consequencia dos conhecimentos e experiencia acumulados
atraves dos tempos
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 10 a 11, paginas 37 a 42—Historia de Portugal
(
4
a
classe); paginas 24 a 26—Historia e Geograf ia de Portu-
gal (1 Ano do Ciclo Preparatorio) , cada aluno deve ser
capaz de:
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1. Explicar por escrito o significado de Pre-Historia
2. Apontar, pelo menos, tres mater ias primas usadas
naquela epoca pre-historica
3. Indicar, pelo menos, 3 tipos de casas usadas naquela
epoca pre-historica
4. Anotar 5 actividades humanas diferentes
5. Escolher uma actividade do passado e compara-la
com a mesma actividade do presente (Devera apontar
varias diferen^as, 3 pelo menos)
Tema 5 . As pessoas vivem em grupos: A Familia e a base
da sociedade
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
,
o
paginas 117 a 121—Estudos Sociais (1 Ano do Ciclo Pre-
paratorio), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Indicar 3 grupos sociais diferentes
2. Assinalar 3 diferencas entre os grupos sociais urbanos
e rurais
3. Mencionar a composi^ao da sua familia, 100% correcto
Recursos e mater iais de ensino . Os recursos e materials
usados atraves deste capitulo foram os seguintes: municoes
escolares
—
giz, quadro, papel, lapis e canetas; enciclope-
dias; dicionarios; revistas; livros escolares:
Burnett, R.W.; Fischer, H.I.; and Zim. H.S. Reino Animal ,
Da Amiba aoHomem. Traduzido por Afonso Casais
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Ribeiro. Livraria Bertrand, S.A.R.L.
Felgueiras
,
Bernardina e Gonsalves, Augusto. Estudos
O
Sociais
,
1 Ano do Ciclo Preparator io . Lisboa:
Politecnica Editora.
Gaspar, Joaquim. Historia de Portugal
,
4
a
classe,
4
a
edicao. Coimbra: Atlantida Editora, A.A.R.L.
9
Patricio, Amilcar e Guerra, Maria Luisa. Histdria e
Geografia de Portugal
,
1° Ano do Ciclo Preparatorio
.
Lisboa: Empresa Fluminense, 1973.
Reina, (Prof.) Luis. Ciencias Geograf ico-Naturais
,
4
a
classe, 10 edicao. Porto: Livraria Avis, 1974.
Actividades sugeridas . Foram usadas, no desenrolar deste
I capitulo, as seguintes actividades:
1. Discussao de problemas apresentados antes ou depois
das leituras
2. Redaccoes
3. Leituras
4. Coleccao de gravuras
5. Coleccao de revistas relacionadas com o tema a ser
estudado
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CAPITULO II
GEOGRAFI
A
Tema 1 . Mapas e globos sao representacoes visuais da
y
Terra ou partes da Terra
Objectives especificos : 0 professor explicara os
simbolos mais importantes dos mapas e globos e, seguida-
mente, escreve-los
-a no quadro. Os alunos tomarao os
seus apont amentos . Depois de discutir estes simbolos cada
aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Marcar, num mapa dos Estados Unidos, o lugar onde
vive, usando o simbolo adequado, 100% correcto
2. Colorir Portugal Continental num mapa da Peninsula
Iberica, 100% correcto
3. Marcar nesse mesmo mapa o lugar onde nasceu ou,
no caso de ter nascido fora de Portugal, o lugar onde
nasceram os seus pais, usando o simbolo adequado,
100% correcto
4. Num mapa-mundi por dentro dum circulo os territories
portugueses e paises de lingua portuguesa espalhados
pelo mundo, 80% correcto
5. Interpretar oralmente os simbolos dum mapa escolhido,
75% correcto
Tema 2. Os factores geograficos desempenham funcao impor-
tantissima na vida duma nacao
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Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir a
pagina 7 Historia de Portugal-Verbo Juvenil; paginas 7 a
32—Ciencias Geogrdf ico-Naturais
,
6
a
classe, cada aluno
deve ser capaz de:
1. Escrever 3 exemplos provando que o meio em que o Homem
vive influencia a sua maneira de viver
2. Dar 3 exemplos mostrando que o uso da geografia dum
pais depende dos seus objectivos politicos e econo-
micos
3. Mencionar 5 exemplos de produtos importados provando
a veracidade da declaracao de que nenhum pais se
completa totalmente a si mesmo
Tema 3 . Os paises tern fronteiras
Objectivos especificos : Depois de analizar o mapa da
Peninsula Ib^rica cada aluno deve ser capaz de marcar a
fronteira de Portugal Continental num mapa em branco, 100%
correcto
Tema 4 . Os paises estao divididos em regioes naturais e
distritos
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
a
0
paginas 5 a 25—Meio Fisico e Social-2 fase, 2 volume,
cada aluno deve ser capaz, em relacao a qualquer mapa, de:
1. Escrever a fronteira de Portugal Continental, 100%
correcto
2. Colorir as regioes naturais, 75% correcto
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3. Marcar o seu distrito ou o dos seus pais, 100% correcto
Tema 5. Os paises podem ter territories fora da sua fron-
teira
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 28 a 33—Meio Fisico e Social-2 a fase, 2 volume,
cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Localizar e escrever os nomes das ilhas portuguesas
assim como o territorio Portugues de Macau, na China;
90% correcto
2. Escolher um dos territories Portugueses mencionados na
resposta anterior e escrever 5 caracteristicas, pelo
menos, desse territorio
Recursos e materiais de ensino . Os seguintes recursos e
materials foram usados no desenrolar deste II capitulo:
1. Provisoes escolares: giz, quadro, papel, lapis e
canetas
2. cadernos de apontamentos
3. globo
4. mapas:
(a) mapa-mundi
(b) Estados Unidos
(c) Europa
(d) Peninsula Iberica
(e) Portugal Continental
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(f) Ilhas Portuguesas
(g) Africa
(h) Asia
(i) America do Sul
(j) Massachusetts
(k) Area de Springfield
(l) Ludlow
5. Postais
6. Revistas
7. Enciclopedia Americana e enciclopedia mundial
8. Atlas
9. Livros usados:
Amado, Jose Carlos. Historia de Portugal, Verbo Juvenil .
Lisboa: Editorial Verbo, 1966.
Guapo, Antonio Rodrigues e Varao; Fernando Albuquerque.
/ ci,
^
Meio Fisico e Social-2 fase . 2 volume. Lisboa:
Basica Editora, S.A.R.L.
Patricio, Amilcar e Guerra, Maria Luisa. Historia e Geo-
O
grafia de Portugal
,
1 Ano do Ciclo Preparatorio
.
Lisboa: Empresa Literaria Fluminense, 1973.
ct
Vieira, Evaristo. Ciencias Geograf ico-Naturais , 6 classe,
2
a
edi^ao. Lda : Porto Editora, 1976.
Actividades sugeridas . Foram usadas, no desenrolar deste
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II capitulo, as seguintes actividades:
1. Discussoes para solucionar problemas
2. Discussoes das leituras
3. Coleccao de gravuras e postais
4. Coleccao de revistas relacionadas com a disciplina
5. Colorir mapas ou partes de mapas
6. Desenhar
CAPITULO III
HISTORI A DE PORTUGAL
Visao Global
Este capitulo esta dividido em oito areas importantes.
Com o proposito de dar uma ideia global do conteudo histo'-
rico do capitulo segue-se uma pequena descricao.
I . Condado Portucalense
A. Os primeiros habitantes da Peninsula Iberica
B. Invasao Romana
C. Viriato e os Lusitanos
D. As invasoes barbaras—Alanos, Suevos, Vandalos
e Visigodos
E. 0 dominio Muculmano
F. A reconquista Crista—Os novos reinos
G. 0 Condado Portucalense
H. 0 Reino de Portugal
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B. A Guerra da Restaura^o e a paz com Espanha
VI. Portugal durante o ultimo quarto do seculo XVII ate'
ao fim do seculo XVIII
A. A Populaijao
B. Importancia economica do Brasil para Portugal
C. Reformas absolutistas
1. 0 ouro do Brasil e a epoca de D. Joao V
2. Marques de Pombal e suas Reformas
VII Liberalismo em Portugal
A. As invasoes Francesas
B. A Monarquia liberal
C. A Constituicao de 1822 e a
9
independencia do
Brasil
D. A Guerra Civil
E. 0 triunfo das Ideias Liberais
F. Reformas Liberais
1. Reforma cultural
2. Reforma economica
G. A colonizacao da Africa
9
A Republica como nova forma de Governo
A. A primeira Republica
1. A Revolucao de 1910
9
2. A Constituicao de 1911
9
3. A participacao de Portugal na l
a Grande Guerra
Mundial
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II. Primeira Dinastia—A Idade Medieval: Desde a
funda^ao do reino at£ a crise de 1383-1385
A. Organiza<jao politica e social de Portugal
B. Accao dos Reis da l a Dinastia
9
1. A reconquista Crista
2. Os reis que mais contribuiram para o progresso
de Portugal
III. Segunda Dinastia
A. A crise de 1383-1385
/
B. A Epoca da Expansao
1. Situacao estrategica de Portugal
2. As vias de Expansao—Ceuta e o Norte de Africa
3. Viagens maritimas e a ocupacao de algumas ilhas
e territories africanos
4. Explora^ao economica e sistema administrative
/
5. A viagem de Vasco da Gama—Lisboa a India e
a sua importancia para Portugal
/
6. A viagem de Pedro Alvares Cabral—Lisboa ao
Brasil. A exploracao do Brasil
C. Consequencias da Expansao Portuguesa
IV. Decadencia do Imperio Portugues
A. A crise de 1580 e Factores da Decadencia
B. A Dominacao Filipina
V. A Restauracao
9
A. A Revolucao de 1640 e os seusFactores
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B. A Segunda Republica
1. A Ditadura de Salazar
2. O Estado Novo
C. A Terceira Republica
1. A Revolucao de 25 de Abril
2. Os partidos politicos
3. Visao global da situa^ao actual
Introduftao
Tema 1 . Historia e um processo continuo em direccao ao
presente
.
Objectivos especif icos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 3 a 8—Historia de Portugal, 4 a classe (Pedro de
/ OCarvalho); paginas 6 a 10—Historia de Portugal, 2 Ano do
Ciclo Preparatorio (Anibal Barreira, A. do Carmo Reis,
Zita Areal) o aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Dar uma definicao correcta de Historia, 90% correcto
2. Escrever uma pequena redacao acerca da sua historia
pessoal
,
mencionando pelo menos: nome dos pais, seu
nome completo, data de nascimento, lugar de nasci-
mento, paises onde viveu, escolas que frequentou, 100%
correcto
Tema 2 . 0 presente influencia a nossa compreensao do
passado
Ob.jectivos especif icos : Depois de ler e discutir as
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paginas 5 a 12—Historia de Portugal, 4 a classe (Pedro de
Carvalho), o aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Mencionar 3 exemplos de objectos que nos possam
ensinar algo do passado
2. Mencionar onde se podem encontrar estes documentos:
livrarias, arquivos, museus, monumentos, etc., citando
um exemplo de cada nos Estados Unidos e outro em
Portugal
Tema 3 . Todos os paises passam por diferentes etapes de
desenvolvimento:
I . 0 Condado Portucalense
A. Os primeiros habitantes da Peninsula Iberica
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 7 e 8—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jos^
Hermano Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Identificar as cavernas dos primeiros habitantes da
Peninsula Iberica, 90% correcto
2. Mencionar os tres primeiros habitantes da Peninsula
Iberica
3. Indicar donde vieram os habitantes mencionados na
alinea anterior, 75% correcto
B. Invasoes Romanas
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 11 a 13—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
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1. Identificar no mapa a capital do Imperio Romano, 90%
correcto
2. Identificar pelo menos 5 monumentos e 5 estradas Romanas
em Portugal
3. Mencionar 3 monumentos Historico-Romanos encontrados
em Portugal
4. Escrever 10 palavras Portuguesas que derivem do latim
5. Designar 3 costumes portugueses que derivem de costumes
Romanos
C. Viriato e os Lusitanos
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 11 a 15—Historia de Portugal, Verbo Juvenil, cada
aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Colorir o territorio ocupado pela Lusitania num mapa
da Peninsula Iberica, 90% correcto
2. Escrever uma pequena redaccao (cerca de 5 f rases) sobre
os Lusitanos
D. Invasoes barbaras—Alanos, Suevos, Vandalos e
Visigodos
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 13 a 15—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Identificar oralmente os quatro povos invasores,
mais importantes, do territorio Portugues, 90% correcto
2. Mencionar o seu impacto no territorio Portugues, 80%
correcto
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E. 0 Dominio Muculmano
*
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 16 a 20—Breve Historia ilustrada (Jose Hermano
Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Identificar o Imperio Mouro num mapa-mundi, 80% correcto
2. Enumerar 10 produtos agricolas, e 5 instrumentos agri-
colas usados hoje que derivem dos Mouros
3. Enumerar 5 monumentos importantes deixados em Portugal
pela civilizacao Moura
9
4. Escrever uma lenda de origem Moura
F. A reconquista Crista-Os novos reinos
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 16 e 17—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso) e a Lenda "Destruicao de Auria," paginas 7 a 31
Lendas e Narrativas (Tomo II), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar oralmente a accao de Pelagio na reconquista
crista
2. Localizar a regiao das Asturias, lugar donde Pelagio
e outros cristaos iniciaram a reconquista Crista
3. Nomear os cinco primeiros reinos cristaos formados na
Peninsula Iberica, 80% correcto
G. 0 Condado Portucalense
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 17 a 20—Historia de Portugal (Jose Carlos Amado,
Verbo Juvenil), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
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1. Colorir o Condado Portucalense num mapa da Peninsula
Iberica, 100% correcto
2. Marcar nesse mapa as duas cidades mais importantes do
Condado Portucalense, 100% correcto
3. Nomear o primeiro Governador e a sua esposa, do Condado
Portucalense
4. Explicar quern lhe deu o Condado Portucalense e porque,
90% correcto
5. Descrever quatro caracterist icas distintas, pelo menos,
da populacao da Peninsula Iberica
6. Identificar o territorio do Condado Portucalense e as
suas divisoes naturais, 80% correcto
7. Afirmar por escrito como e que a geografia esta rela-
cionada com a politica autonoma do Condado
8. Mencionar os tres personagens mais importantes na
luta pela independencia do Condado Portucalense
9. Identificar o ano em que Portugal foi reconhecido como
reino independente
II. Primeira Dinastia
A Idade Medieval: Desde a fundacao do reino ate a
crise de 1383-1385
Ob.ject ivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 20 a 23—Historia de Portugal (Jose Carlos Amado,
Verbo Juvenil), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Indicar num mapa o terreno ocupado pelos Mouros, 90%
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correcto
2. Descrever a ac^ao politica, economica e religiosa do
novo reino de Portugal, 75% correcto
3. Dar 3 razoes porque foi necessaria a ajuda dos Cruzados
na luta contra os Mouros
4. Enumerar as cidades conquistadas aos Mouros por D.
Afonso Henriques, 80% correcto
A. Organizacao Politica e Social de Portugal
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir
as paginas 26 a 30—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Descrever a divisao politica e social da popula^ao
portuguesa durante a Idade Media
2. Descrever oralmente as cortes e as classes sociais que
participavam na organizacao politica, 80% correcto
B. A accao dos Reis da l a Dinastia
*
1. A reconqusita Crista
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 26 a 32—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose
Hermano Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Enumerar os reis da l
a Dinastia que lutaram contra os
Mouros em ordem a consolidarem o territorio Portugues,
80% correcto
2. Os Reis que mais contribuiram para o progresso
de Portugal
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Objectivos especif icos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 37 a 45—Historia de Portugal, 2° Ano do Ciclo
Preparatorio (Anibal Barreira, A. do Carmo Reis, Zita Areal),
cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar a accao economica e cultural de D. Dinis,
75% correcto
2. Explicar por escrito a Lei das Sesmarias, 75% correcto
3. Relacionar, por escrito, o desenvolvimento cultural
Portugues neste periodo com a epoca da Renascen^a na
Europa, em termos de Literatura, Arte e Arquitectura
,
75% correcto
4. Dar tres exemplos de monumentos em Portugal pertencentes
ao estilo Romanico (Se Velha-Coimbra ; Se de Lisboa;
Domus Municipalis de Bragan^a; Castelo de Guimaraes)
5. Dar 2 exemplos de monumentos em Portugal pertencentes
ao estilo Gotico (Mosteiro de Alcoba9 a e Mosteiro da
Batalha)
III. Segunda Dinastia
A. A Crise de 1383-1385
Objectivos especif icos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 39 a 44—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose
Hermano Saraiva), depois da representacao acerca da sucessao
ao trono, cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Enumerar pelo menos 3 factos importantes que tiveram
impacto na crise de 1383-1385
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2. Nomear os quatro pretendentes ao trono Portugues
B. A epoca da Expansao
1. Situacao estrategica de Portugal
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir a
pagina 7--Historia de Portugal, Verbo Juvenil (Jose Carlos
Amado) e paginas 62 a 64—Historia de Portugal, 2° Ano do
Ciclo Preparatorio (M. Martins dos Santos e Vera Costa),
cada aluno sera capaz de:
1. Enumerar os factores geograficos que contribuiram para
a expansao maritima, 80% correcto
2. Enumerar os factores economico-sociais
,
politicos e
culturais que contribuiram para a expansao maritima,
80% correcto
2. As vias de expansao—Ceuta e Norte de Africa
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 64 a 66—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar oralmente as causas—economica, religiosa e
/
militar
—
para a conquista de Ceuta (Norte de Africa),
80% correcto
3. Escrever uma pequena redaccao (cerca de 5 frases) sobre
’’Principe Henrique, 0 Navegador"
3. Viagens maritimas e a ocupacao de algunas ilhas
e territories Africanos
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
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paginas 67 a 78—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Tracar, num mapa, as viagens dos Navegadores Portu-
gueses, durante a segunda Dinastia, 90% correcto
2. Escrever no mesmo mapa os nomes dos territories a volta
do mundo que entao pertenceram a Portugal, 80% correcto
3. Explicar por escrito o Tratado de Tordesilhas
4. Apontar, pelo menos, 3 object ivos, que impulsionaram
os Portugueses para a viagem mantima de Lisboa a India
4. Exploracao Economica e Sistema Administrative
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 133 e 134—Historia Concisa de Portugal (Jose Her-
mano Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Mencionar, pelo menos, cinco produtos agricolas das
ilhas da Madeira e dos Acores
9
2. Enumerar, pelo menos, 3 paises europeus que contribuiram
para a colonizacao destas ilhas
3. Nomear 3 produtos importantes na economia destas ilhas
4. Falar acerca da introducao de animais domesticos e a
sua importancia no desenvolvimento economico destas
ilhas
5. A viagem de Vasco da Gama—Lisboa a India e a
importancia que teve para Portugal
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 64 a 71—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose
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Hermano Saraiva) e 195 a 217—A Descoberta do Mundo, Vasco
da Gama, cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Mencionar os beneficios culturais, economicos e
sociais que esta viagem trouxe a Portugal, 80% correcto
2. Dizer porque e que Lisboa foi o centro do comdrcio
Europeu no seculo XVI
,
75% correcto
3. Descrever o sistema de exploracao seguido pelos Portu-
gueses, 75% correcto
4. Descrever o monopolio das especiarias pela "coroa,"
75% correcto
6. A viagem de Pedro Alvares Cabral—Lisboa ao
Brasil. E a exploracao do Brasil
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 87 a 89—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar o problema da colonizacao do Brasil de acordo
com o Tratado de Tordesilhas
2. Apontar os tres produtos agricolas mais importantes do
Brasil
3. Deixar que os alunos expressem a sua opiniao criti-
cando a maneira como os fndios foram civilizados pelos
conqu is t adores
C. Consequencias da Expansao Portuguesa
Objectives especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 91 a 94—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
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Afonso), o aluno deve ser capaz de escrever acerca das
consequencias economicas, culturais, sociais e morais da
expansao Portuguesa, 80% correcto
IV . Decadencia do Imperio Portugues
A. A crise de 1580 e Factores da Decadencia
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 75 a 80—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose
Hermano Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar oralmente a politica de D. Sebastiao e os
seus sonhos relacionados com o territorio de Marrocos,
75% correcto
2. Explicar o problema da sucessao, 75% correcto
3. Nomear os pretendentes ao trono
4. Escolher o pretendente que os alunos pensam que seria
o melhor rei e defender o sua opiniao
B. A Dominacao Filipina
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 80 a 82—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose
Hermano Saraiva) e paginas 109 a 115—Breve Historia de
Portugal (A. Martins), cada aluno deve ser capaz de respon-
der a dez perguntas acerca do Governo Filipino
V. A Restaurac^ao
A. A Revolucao de 1640 e seus Factores
9
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 115 a 119—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
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Afonso), e depois de formar um conselho de estudantes para
que votem na melhor decisao para o pais, cada aluno deve
ser capaz de:
1. Escrever uma pequena redaccao descrevendo a Revolu^ao
de 1 de Dezembro de 1640
2. Escrever o nome do rei escolhido pela gente Portuguesa
3. Escrever varios nomes (5 pelo menos) dos conjurados
raais importantes
VI. Portugal durante o ultimo quarto do seculo XVII ate
ao fim do seculo XVIII
A. A populacao
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 227 a 232—Historia Concisa de Portugal (Jose
Hermano Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Dar tres razoes das migracoes internas
2. Nomear tres lugares fora do pais que receberam emi-
grantes portugueses
3. Explicar a crise economica que levou a emigrac^ao,
75% correcto
4. Explicar a politica mercantil do Conde da Ericeira,
75% correcto
B. Importancia economica do Brasil para Portugal
Ob.jectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 129 a 132—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
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1. Dar, pelo menos, tres razoes da importancia economica
do Brasil para Portugal
2. Apontar a importancia do ouro no processo de recu-
pera^ao nacional, 75% correcto
C. Reformas absolutistas
1. 0 ouro do Brasil e a epoca de D. Joao V
2. A politica economica e cultural do Marques
de Pombal
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 88 a 93—Breve Historia de Portugal (Jose Hermano
Saraiva), 137 a 141—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada estudante deve ser capaz de:
1. Relatar as reformas culturais de D. Joao V devido as
possibilidades economicas motivadas pela chegada do ouro
do Brasil, 80% correcto
2. Escrever quais os monumentos que foram construidos com
o ouro vindo do Brasil
3. Explicar os efeitos da Santa Inquisicao, 75% correcto
4. Apontar as duas principals razoes para a crise econo-
mica durante este periodo
5. Apontar a politica cultural de Pombal, 90% correcto
VII. 0 liberalismo em Portugal
A. As invasoes Francesas
Ob.jectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 149 a 154—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
187
Afonso ) , cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar oralmente o "Bloqueio Cont inental" e como foi
aceite por Portugal, 90% correcto
2. Explicar oralmente o tratado de Fontainebleau, 80%
correcto
3. Nomear os tres Generais Franceses que comandaram as
invasoes a Portugal
4. Escrever pelo menos cinco consequencias das invasoes
Francesas
5. Escrever a consequencia mais importante resultante da
mudanca da Familia Real para o Brasil
B. A Monarquia Liberal
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 270 a 274—Historia Concisa de Portugal (Jose
Hermano Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Nomear tres factos importantes que caracterizem o
regime absolutista
C. A Constituicao de 1822 e a independencia do Brasil
*
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 159 a 162—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Nomear as partes principals da Constituicao de 1822,
80% correcto
2. Escrever que a Constituicao distingue tres ramos di-
ferentes, 80% correcto
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3. Explicar oralmente os poderes do cada ramo, BOX correcto
•l . Descrever por escrito a lndependencia do Brasil, BOX
correcto
5. Explicar por escrito as consequencias que a independ£ncia
do Brasil trouxe a Portugal, BOX correcto
D. A Guerra Civil
Object ivos ospec{ ticos : Depois do ler o discutir as
piiginas 282 a 281—Hist or la Concisa d© Portugal (Jose
llernm.no Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser oapaz de:
1. Apontar tres razees da Guerra Civil
2. Explicar oralmente a ideologia de 0. Pedro IV e a
ideologla de 0. Miguel, 90X correcto
3. Explicar por escrito a Guerra Civil, 75X correcto
E. Triunfo das Ideias Liberals
Object l vos espec (
f
tees: Depots de ler e discutir as
paginas 167 e 188— Rrevo HLstoria de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), o aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar oralmente a situn^ao polftica de Portugal
durante a Guerra Civil, 80X correcto
2. Esc rover a constiquencia final da Guerra Civil, para
D. Miguel, 90 X correcto
V. Uofornms liberals
1. Reforms Cultural
Obj ect ivos ospoc f fl oes : Depois do ler e discutir as
pAglnas 1 69 o 170— Drove Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
189
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Escrever a reforma cultural de Passos Manuel, na
educa^ao publica, 80% correcto
2. Descrever a accao cultural de D. Pedro V, 90% correcto
2. Reforma Economica
Ob.jectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 303 a 310—Historia Concisa de Portugal (Jose Hermano
Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar oralmente a situacao economica de Portugal
durante o seculo XIX, 75% correcto
2. Explicar oralmente o desenvolvimento industrial,
comercial e agricola de Portugal durante 6 seculo XIX,
80% correcto
3. Descrever as consequencias deste progresso para a
sociedade Portuguesa, 75% correcto
4. Explicar por escrito os problemas das comunica^oes e
a ac^ao tomada a fim de soluciona-los , 75% correcto
G. A Colonizacao da Africa
9
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 175 a 183—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
a
1. Explicar oralmente as primeiras exploracoes em Africa,
75% correcto
/
2. Explicar oralmente o interesse Europeu pela Africa,
75% correcto
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3. Explicar oralmente a Conferencia de Berlim, 80% correcto
4. Explicar por escrito o Mapa-Cor-de-Rosa
,
90% correcto
5. Explicar por escrito o Ultimato Ingles, 90% correcto
6. Escrever tres consequencias do Ultimato Ingles
VIII. A Republica como uma nova forma de Governo
A. A Primeira Republica—A Revolucao de 1910
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 185 a 187—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada estudante deve ser capaz de:
1. Escrever tres factos que constituiram a base da
Revolucao Republicana
2. Explicar oralmente a ditadura de Joao Franco, 80%
correcto
3. Explicar oralmente a situacao politica do pais depois
y
do assassinato do rei, 80% correcto
4. Explicar por escrito a Revolucao Republicana de 5 de
Outubro de 1910, 80% correcto
1. A Constituicao de 1911
Ob.jectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 189 a 190—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), o aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Identificar os aspectos mais importantes da Consti-
tuiijao de 1911, 75% correcto
2. Explicar oralmente a estrutura cultural, social e
economica da Nova Constituicao
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2. A participacao de Portugal na Primeira Grande
Guerra Mundial
Objectivos especif icos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 112 e 113—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada
(Jose Hermano Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar oralmente a posicao de Portugal durante a
guerra focando a Alianca Anglo Lusa, o Imperialismo
Alemao e o interesse Portugues em Africa, 80% correcto
2. Explicar oralmente o Tratado de Versalhes, 75%
correcto
3. Explicar oralmente a posicao dos Estados Unidos na
Primeira Grande Guerra Mundial
B. A Segunda Republica
Objectivos especif icos: Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 191 a 193—Breve Historia de Portugal (A. Martins
Afonso), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Explicar oralmente a crise do Parlamento Portugues,
durante este tempo, 75% correcto
2. Descrever oralmente a accao de Sidonio Pais, 75%
correcto
3. Descrever por escrito a Revolu^ao de 28 de Maio, 1926,
80% correcto
1. A Ditadura de Salazar
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 114 a 119—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada
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(Jose Hermano Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Dar tres razoes desta Ditadura
2. Apontar 3 diferencas importantes entre a Const itui^ao
de 1911 e a Constituicao de 1933
9
3. Explicar oralmente os principios do "Estado Novo,"
do corporat ivismo
,
do espaco rural, a ideologia
cultural e a politica colonial, 75% correcto
C. A Terceira Republica
1. A Revolucao de 25 de Abril de 1974
9
Objectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 119 e 120—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada
(Jose Hermano Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Dar quatro razoes da Revolucao de 25 de Abril de
>
1974
2. Escrever os nomes do Presidente da Republica e do
Primeiro Ministro depostos pela Revolut^ao
3. Explicar oralmente a ideologia desta Revolucao, 80%
correcto
4. Explicar oralmente a descolonizacao dos territories
Portugueses, 80% correcto
2. Os partidos politicos
Ob.jectivos especificos : Depois de ler e discutir as
paginas 122 e 123—Breve Historia de Portugal (Jos<* Hermano
Saraiva), cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Escrever os cinco maiores partidos politicos em Portugal
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2. Explicar oralmente a ideologia de cada um dos partidos
politicos, 80% correcto
3. Visao global da situacao actual
9
Object ivos especificos : Depois de ler as paginas 122
e 123—Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada (Jose Hermano
Saraiva) e discut i-las
,
cada aluno deve ser capaz de:
1. Escrever os nomes do actual Presidente da Republica,
do Primeiro Ministro, do Vice Primeiro Ministro e os
deveres de cada um, 80% correcto
2. Escrever os partidos que actualmente estao no poder
3. Escrever o nome do actual presidente de cada um dos
cinco partidos politicos principais
Metodos e Material de Ensino
Usaram-se os seguintes metodos e materais de ensino
atraves desde capitulo:
1. Praisoes escolares (giz, quadro, papel, lapis e canetas)
2. Livros de textos
3. Mapas de:
(a) mapa-mundi
(b) dos Estados Unidos
(c) Europa
(d) Peninsula Iberica
(e) Portugal Continental
(f) Portugal Insular
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(g) Africa
(h) Asia
(i) America do Sul
4. Postais
5. Diapositivos
6. Revistas
7 . Enciclopedias
—
World Book e Americana
8. Atlas
9. Gira-discos
10. Discos
11. Dicionarios
12. Projector (16 mm)
13. "Overhead Projector"
Livros de textos:
Afonso, Martins A. Breve Historia de Portugal . 4 a Edicao.
Ho
L : Porto Editora, 1979.
Amado, Jose Carlos. Historia de Portugal, Verbo Juvenil .
Lisboa: Editorial Verbo, 1966.
Barreira,. Anibal, A. do' Carmo Reis, Zita Areal. Historia
de Portugal . 3 Edicao. 2 Ano de Ciclo Preparator io
.
Porto: Edicoes ASA, 1978.
y
Carvalho, Pedro de. Historia de Portugal para a 4
a
classe .
Porto Editora.
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Herculano, Alexandre. Lendas e Narrativas
. Tomo II.
Venda Nova, Amadora: Livraria Bertrand, 1970.
Ollivier, Jean (texto de). Desenhos de Eduardo Coelho.
Vasco da Gama na rota das especiarias, Historia
Universal em Banda Desenhada—A Descoberta do
Mundo . Rua Luciano Cordeiro, 119, Lisboa: Publica-
coes Dom Quixote.
Saraiva, Jose Hermano. Historia Concisa de Portugal .
6
a Edicao. Publicacoes Europa-America
,
colec9ao
saber: Mira, Sintra, Mem Martins.
Saraiva, Jose Hermano. Breve Historia de Portugal ilustrada .
Apartado 37, Amadora: Livraria Bertrand.
Santos, M. Martins dos, Vera Costa. Historia de Portugal
,
O
2 Ano do Ciclo Preparatorio do Ensino Secundario.
Lisboa: Platano Editora SARL, 1978.
Filmes, tais como:
Portugal Continental, Educacao Permanente, Lisboa.
Ilhas dos Ac^ores, Educacao Permanente, Lisboa
Ilha da Madeira, Educacao Permanente, Lisboa
Actividades Sugeridas
Foram usadas as seguintes actividades no desenrolar
deste capitulo:
1. Discussao de problemas previamente apresentados ou
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
depois das leituras
Discussao das leituras
Colec9ao de gravuras e postais
Coleccao de revistas
Pintar mapas ou partes de mapa
Desenhos
Compara^oes
(a) 0 problema de 1383-1385
(b) A Revolu9ao de 1640
(c) D. Filipa de Vilhena
(d) V B—Coselho de voto
Excursao escolar ao Museu Portugues de Fall River,
"Pedra de Dighton"
Tra9ar viagens de Portugal a . . .
Tra9ar mapas
Redac9oes
Trabalhos manuais, 1 hora aos sabados
Representa9oes
Ver apendice B para actividades especiais.
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Actividades Especiais
Durante o Desfile de "Memorial Day" os alunos da
Escola Portuguesa de Ludlow, marcharam vestidos com trajos
regionais.
Festa do fim do ano da Escola Portuguesa. A festa do
fim do ano lectivo da Escola Portuguesa foi planeada pelos
q
alunos da 6 classe supervisados pela professora. Esta festa
teve lugar durante a celebra^ao do Dia de Portugal, 20 de
Junho de 1982, no Gremio Lusitano, Clube Portugues de Ludlow.
Convidados de Honra:
Dr. Victor Sa Machado vindo de Lisboa em representacao do
Governo Portugues, ex-Ministro dos Negocios Estran-
geiros e actual Administrador da Funda<jao Gulbenkian
e Presidente da UNESCO
Dr. Rui de Avila, Consul-Geral de Portugal em Boston
Martin Reilly, Senador Americano
Dr. Jose Ornelas, Professor de Portugues na Universidade
de Massachusetts em Amherst
Rev. Dr. Manuel Rocha, Paroco da Igreja de Nossa Senhora
de Fatima
William Cabral, Presidente da Camara de Ludlow
Carlos Anselmo, Presidente da Comissao Escolar
Jose Batista, Presidente do Gremio Lusitano
Maria Adelaide Pires, Directora e Professora da Escola
Oficial Portuguesa de Ludlow
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Programa:
11:00 AM: Missa na Igreja de Nossa Senhora de Fatima
2:00 PM: Recepcao dos Convidados de honra
2:15 PM: Abertura de uma exposicao com trabalhos feitos
pelos alunos (foram atribuldos dois premios aos
dois melhores trabalhos de meninas e dois premios
aos dois melhores trabalhos de rapazes)
2:25 PN: Entrada dos Convidados de Honra
ct2:30 PM: Entrada dos alunos da 6 classe vestidos com
capas (traje tipico dos estudantes universi-
tarios de Coimbra)
2:35 PN: Almo^o
3:30 PM: Panorama musical
6
a
classe: "Fado do Emigrante" e
"Sou Portugues"
Engenheiro Silva, Fado de Coimbra
D. Maria Alves, Fado Nacional
4:15 PM: Rancho folclorico
5:00 PM: Discursos:
O Q
1 : uma aluna da 5 classe
o 2i
2 : uma aluna da 6 classe
3°: Directora e professora da Escola
Portuguesa de Ludlow
Consul Geral de Portugal em Boston
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6:00 PM:
6:15 PM:
6:25 PM:
6:45 PM:
7:00 PM:
O
5 : Senador Americano
O
6 : Representante do Governo Portugues
Entrega dos premios aos quatro alunos
Entrega duma "Citation" enviada pelo Governador
Estadual King a Directora da Escola Portuguesa
Entrega de Certificados a todos os alunos que
obtiveram bom aproveitamento neste ano escolar
Entrega de diplomas aos alunos da 6 a classe
Dan^a abrilhantada pela orquestra "Cold Wind"
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Appendix C
Summative Evaluation by Unit
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APPENDIX C
Presentation Order
Test n: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, by Unit
Table by question, following each Unit Test
Class Table by Test
Class Graph by Test
Individual Student Graph of Results of All Tests
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I Capitulo
Exercicio n° 1 - Antropologia e Sociologia
Nome
Data
Responde cuidadosamente as seguintes perguntas.
1. Explica o significado da palavra "Homosapiens."
2. Escreve algumas diferencas entre o Homem Pre-Histor ico
e o Homem Actual (Pelo menos 5).
3. Escreve algumas semelhancas (pelo menos 4) que nos
identifiquem com os outros animais.
4. Aponta 4 diferencas que te parecam de maior impor--
tancia que tornam o Homem urn ser superior aos outros
animais
.
5. Como tomamos conhecimento do meio ambiente que nos
rodeia?
6. Aponta 3 adaptacoes do Homem ao seu meio ambiente.
A
Podes fazer referencia a ti mesmo.
,
'
7. Descreve 3 tipos de casas usadas no penodo pre-
/
--Liistorico
.
8. Escolhe uma actividade humana. Compara essa mesma
/ / /
actividade quando executada no periodo pre-histonco
e no tempo actual (Deveras apontar 3 diferencas, pelo
menos )
.
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9.
Aponta 3 diferencas entre os grupos sociais urbanos
e rurais.
^ /10. Descreve a composicao da tua familia.
9
11. Compreendeste bem este capitulo que se refere a
Antropologia e Sociologia? Onde tiveste dif iculdades?
12. Gostarias de ver tratado algum assunto relacionado com
este tema e que nao foi apontado ou devidamente expli-
cado?
Exercicio
n°
1
-
Antropologia
e
Sociologia
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Exercicio n° 2 - Geografia
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Nome
Data
Ve com aten<£ao o mapa anexo n° 1. Repara nas conven^oes.
1. Tra<ja a vermelho a fonteira de Portugal com a Espanha.
2. Escreve o nome de dois rios e marca-os no mapa.
3. Escreve o nome da Serra mais alta de Portugal.
4. Escreve a capital do Distrito a que pertences (ou
os teus pais) e marca-a no mapa.
5. Escreve o nome da capital do pais e marca-a no mapa.
Observa o mapa anexo n° 2.
A- '
6. Pinta a verde, no mapa, 3 regioes natumis a tua escolha
e escreve o seu respect ivo nome.
7. Pinta a amarelo a regiao a que tu (ou os teus pais)
pertences e escreve o respectivo nome.
8. Pinta a castanho a regiao natural da Estremadura e
do Algarve.
9. No mapa n° 3 escreve o nome dos Continentes.
10. No mapa n° 3 escreve o nome dos Oceanos.
11. Gostarias de ter aprendido alguma coisa mais nas
aulas de Geografia? Se a tua resposta e afirmativa
A
explica o que.
Sentes-te a-vontade nas aulas? Porque?12 .
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Mapa n° 1
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Mapa n° 2
Portugal Continental - Regioes Naturais
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Mapa n° 3
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III Capitulo
Historia de Portugal
1. 0 Condado Portucalense
Exercicio n° 3
Nome
Data
Le cuidadosamente as seguintes perguntas e responde:
1. Dos primeiros povos que habitaram a Peninsula Iberica,
houve dois que merecem a nossa especial atencao.
A
Quais foram e porque?
2. Menciona dois monumentos nacionais que distem do
tempo dos mouros e dois que distem do tempo dos
romanos
.
/
3. Qual o povo que, segundo a tradicao, e o antecessor
do povo portugues? Aponta algumas das suas caracte-
-
fS. /
nsticas—alimentacao, vestuario, modo de viver.
>
4. Quern foi Viriato? Conta a lenda que explica a sua
morte
.
5. Qual a cidade do pa/s onde se encontra o monumento
de Viriato?
6. Explica como apareceu o Condado Portucalense e o
nome do seu primeiro Governador e sua esposa.
7. No mapa anexo pinta a verde o local onde se situava
o Condado Portucalense indicando a seguir:
215
a. Era limitado a Norte por
b. Era limitado a Sul por
A
c. A residencia do seu primeiro Governador foi em
A* /
8. 0 Castelo de Guimaraes e um Monumento Nacional de
/N Agrande importancia. Porque?
9. Aponta algumas causas (2 pelo menos) e algumas conse-
quencias (3 pelo monos) da Batalha de S. Mamede.
10. Quais os dois maiores desejos de D. Afonso Henri-
ques ao tomar conta do governo do Condado Portuca-
lense?
11. Compreendeste este primeiro capftulo de Historia?
Foi devidamente explicado? Falou-se ou tratou-se
de algum facto que nao entendeste bem?
12. Se tu tomasses o lugar de professor terias conduzido
a aula de igual forma? (Se responderes nao, explica
a tua ideia. )
216
Mapa n° 4
Pinta a verde o Condado Portucalense
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III Capitulo
Historia de Portugal - Primeira Dinastia
2.
A Idade Media: Desde o aparecimento do reino
de Portugal ate a crise de 1383-1385
Exercicio n° 4
Nome
Data
•A
Le cuidadosamente as seguintes perguntas e responde.
1. Explica a accao do nosso primeiro rei, D. Afonso
Henriques, a fim de conseguir a independencia do
Condado Portucalense
.
2. Onde, em que ano e quern assinou o Documento que
reconheceu o Condado Portucalense como um reino
independente?
3. Qual a accao desenvolvida por D. Afonso Henriques
/
no sentido de alargar o territorio do novo reino
de Portugal? Quais as principals cidades conquis-
tadas neste reinado?
4. Quais os reis da l a Dinastia que muito se dedicaram
a conquista? Em que reinado se conquistou definitiva-
mente o Algarve?
5. Quais os reis que mais se dedicaram ao desenvolvi-
mento e povoamento do reino?
221
6. Explica a accao cultural desenvolvida por D. Dinis.
7. Explica a razao por que D. Dinis foi cognominado
de "0 Lavrador."
8. Explica a "Lei das Sesmarias."
9. Em que consistiu a crise de 1383-1385?
10. Por morte do rei D. Fernando quais os pretendentes
ao trono de Portugal? Como defendes a sucessao
de D. Joao, Mestre da Ordem de Avis, no trono de
Portugal?
11. Compreendeste as licoes discut idas? Aponta algum
facto que nao tivesses percebido bem.
/
12. Gostarias que as classes de Historia se processassem
de modo diferente? Como?
\ /
Se quiseres podes responder as duas ultimas perguntas
/
em papel separado e anonimo.
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III Capitulo
Historia de Portugal
3.
Segunda Dinastia
Exercicio n° 5
Nome
Data
A \
Le cuidadosamente e responde as seguintes perguntas:
1. Quern foi o Infante D. Henrique?
2. Quais as causas da Expansao Portuguesa? Aponta as
B / /
causas sociais, economicas, politicas.
3. Quais as principals cidades conquistadas no Norte
de Africa?
4. Quais os descobr imentos que iniciam a expansao
maritima Portuguesa?
5. Explica o Tratado de Tordesilhas.
6. Quais os beneficios que a Viagem de Vasco da Gama,
de Lisboa a India, por mares desconhecidos , trouxe
a Portugal?
7. Pedro Alvares Cabral tambem encontrou terras desconhe-
cidas cuja exploracao muito contribuiu para a
riqueza nacional. Quais foram essas Terras? Em que
ano?
8. Quais os reinados que mais contribuiram para que a
226
expansao maritima tracasse a epoca mais gloriosa
da nossa historia?
9.
Escreve os nomes dos territories assinalados no
mapa (1 a 12), que foram ou sao ainda, possessoes
portuguesas (mapa n° 5).
10. Assinala, no mapa junto, o caminho seguido pelos
marinheiros Portugueses na suas viagens maritimas
(mapa n° 6).
11. Houve algum assunto, neste capitulo, que nao
tivesse sido bem discutido?
12. Alguma vez tiveste receio de expressar as tuas
ideias ou pedir para que algo fosse repetido?
Porque?
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Mapa n° 5
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Mapa n° 6
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III Capitulo
Historia de Portugal
4.
Decadencia do Imperio Portugues: Os Filipes
5.
A Restauracao
Exercicio n° 6
Nome
Data
Le cuidadosamente as seguintes perguntas. Se algo nao
perceberes
/
pergunta. Entao, responde:
1. Tal como na crise de 1383-1385, ha a necessidade
A
dos Portugueses escolherem um novo rei. Porque?
A
Quern eram os pretendentes ao trono Portugues?
2. Explica os factores que conduziram Portugal a essa
crise
.
3. Quais as cortes que aclamaram Filipe II de Espanha
rei de Portugal? Qual a posicao tomada por aquele
monarca nessas cortes?
A/
4. Como classificas a dominacao espanhola em rela^ao
a Portugal? Aponta algumas razoes em que te
baseaste para responder (5 pelo menos).
5. Qual a intencao de Filipe IV de Espanha, em relac^ao
a Portugal?
6. Os Portugueses decidiram libertar-se do jugo espanhol*
Quando? Como?
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7. Para que a Revolucao tivesse exito era necessario
escolher um rei Portugues. Quern foi?
8. Aponta algumas causas internacionais que muito
contribuiram para o bom sucesso desta Revolucao.
Quais foram?
9. Menciona o episodio que mais te sensibilizou
,
passado neste periodo e que tivesse sido discutido
na aula.
10. 0 desenrolar dos acontecimentos a que te referiste,
levou Portugal a uma guerra com a Espanha. Qual
foi? Menciona duas batalhas importantes dessa
guerra apontando tambem o Comandante das tropas
portuguesas
.
11. Pensas que este capitulo foi devidamente discutido
e analizado na classe?
12. Podes dar alguma opiniao sobre algum aspecto ou
facto que gostarias de ver tratado de modo diferente?
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III Capitulo
Historia de Portugal
6. Portugal durante o ultimo quarto do
seculo XVII ate ao fim do seculo XVIII
Exercicio n° 7
Nome
Data
Le cuidadosamente as seguintes perguntas e responde
depois:
A
1. Aponta tres causas das migracoes internas.
2. Lembras-te de termos discut idc apolitica mercantil
do Conde da Ericeira, na classe? Entao tenta
\
explica-la por palavras tuas.
-A
3. Sabes que o Brasil teve grande importancia para
A f
Portugal. Menciona tres razoes de ordem economica.
4. Quais os dois reinados que marcaram o periodo mais
/ A
rico e luxuoso da nossa historia? Porque?
5. Menciona as reformas culturais efectuadas no reinado
A-
de D. Joao V.
6. Quern eram os "Bandeirantes . " Onde se dist inguiram?
7. Quais os monumentos que foram construidos com o
ouro chegado do Brasil?
A A'
Discutimos a razao da existencia da Santa Inquisicao.8 .
238
Com que fim foi criada?
9.
Concordas com a Santa Inquisi^ao? Expoe duas
razoes que clarifica a tua resposta negativa ou
positiva.
\ / /\
10. Refere-te a politica cultural do Marques de Pombal
.
Tenta explica-la o melhor possivel.
11. Gostas do modo como decorrem as aulas de Historia?
Gostarias que algo mudasse?
\ A ^
12. Sentes-te a-vontade para expor as tuas opinioes?
A professora ouviu-te sempre?
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III Capftulo
Historia de Portugal
7. 0 Liberalismo em Portugal
Exercicio n° 8
Nome
Data
Le cuidadosamente as seguintes perguntas e responde:
1. Aponta tres causas principals que motivassem a
invasao de Portugal por tropas francesas.
2. Explica, por palavras tuas, o que foi o Bloqueio
Continental
.
3. Quantas foram as invasoes Francesas? Identifica
os chefes do exercito frances.
4. Escreve pelo menos 3 consequencias das invasoes
Francesas.
5. Explica a principal diferenca entre o regime
absolutista e o regime liberal.
6. A Const ituicao de 1822 distingue 3 ramos diferentes.
Quais sao?
7. Explica a independencia do Brasil e quais as
consequencias em relacao a Portugal.
8. Aponta 3 razoes da Guerra Civil.
9. Explica a ideologia de D. Pedro IV e de D. Miguel.
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10. Explica a Reforma cultural de Passos Manuel
educacao publica.
11. Pensas que as aulas de Hist<5ria estao a ser
beneficas para ti? Porque?
12. As aulas estao a ser dadas num ambiente de
dialogo ou nao? Da exemplos.
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III Capftulo
Historia de Portugal
8. A Republica como uma nova forma de governo
Exercicio n° 9
Nome
Data
Responde as seguintes perguntas. Se quiseres fazer
alguma pergunta, nao hesites.
1. 0 que foi o Ultimato Ingles? Quais as suas
consequencias para Portugal? (Escreve 3 con-
sequencias) .
2. Qual a diferenija entre Republica e Monarquia?
Quando foi implantada a Republica em Portugal?
3. Explica a posi9ao de Portugal durante a Primeira
Grande Guerra Mundial focando a Alianca Anglo-Lusa,
o Imperialismo Alemao e o interesse Portugues em
Africa
.
4. Explica o Tratado de Versalhes.
5. Explica a Revolucao de 28 de Maio de 1926.
6. Menciona tres razoes da Ditadura de Salazar.
7. Explica a ideologia cultural e politica colonial
da Ditadura Salazarista.
8. Qual a Revolucao que pos fim aquela ditadura ou,
248
melhor dito, a Ditadura Marcelista? Qual a sua
ideologia?
9.
Falando agora na situacao actual, quais sao os 5
partidos politicos com mais import&ncia na vida
nacional? E os seus Presidentes?
10. Quern e o actual Presidente da Republica? E o 1°
Ministro e Vice 1° Ministro?
11. Expressaste sempre, livremente, as tuas ideias e
opinioes, nas aulas de Historia?
12. Como poderias melhorar as aulas de Historia? Da
as opinioes que julgues necessarias.
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Global Curve for Test Results
Student n° 1 Student n° 2
Pts. Pts.
Student n° 3 Student n° 4
Pts
.
(number of tests)
Pts
.
(number of tests)
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Student n° 5
Pts.
(number of tests)
Student n° 7
Pts
.
(number of tests)
Student n° 6
Pts.
(number of tests)
Student n° 8
Pts.
(number of tests)
Student n° 9 Student n° 10
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Pts. Pts.
(number of tests) (number of tests)
Student n° 11 Student n° 12
Pts. Pts.
Student n° 13 Student n° 14
Pts. Pts.
(number of tests) (number of tests)
Student n° 15 Student n° 16
Pts. Pts
.
(number of tests)
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Student n° 17
Pts
.
(number of tests)
Student n° 19
Pts.
(number of tests)
Student n° 18
Pts.
(number of tests)
Student n° 20
Pts
.
(number of tests)
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Final Evaluation
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cLFinal test administered by Dr
Results of test
Sequeira
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Global or Final Evaluation
1. Dr Fatima Sequeira designed and administered a
written and oral test to each of the 20 students,
according to the curriculum developed. The written
test was evaluated using the same method used for
tests. To grade the students an average of both
tests was taken. This was the first part of the
final evaluation, according to the law and included
the revision of the program done during the last
fifteen days of school
2. The last part of the evaluation took place on
June 15, 1982. Present were:
a. Maria Pires - teacher of the 6th grade class
b. Ercilia Castro - Portuguese teacher of Milford
Oversea School
c. Emilia Mendonca - Inspector from Ministry of
9
Education in Lisboa
3. Teacher's evaluation by the students was an anonymous
questionnaire with 10 questions; it was distributed
to the class.
4. On June 15, the Inspector from The Education Depart-
ment in Lisbon—Emilia Mendonca, Ercilia Castro,
teacher of Portuguese Oversea School of Milford, and
Maria Pires, teacher of Portuguese Oversea school of
260
Ludlow had a meeting in order to analyze all data
collected. All summative evaluation was presented
including the final evaluation done by Dra
. Fatima
Sequeira and Maria Pires. After careful analysis of
all data collected an acta was written by the teacher
Ercilia Castro saying that all 20 students had been
passed, accepting the given grades.
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Avalicao Final
Dirigida pela Dr a
. Fatima Sequeira
Nome
Data
Le cuidadosamente as seguintes perguntas e responde.
Se necessitares qualquer explicacao, pergunta a uma das
senhoras presentes.
1. Indica quatro caracterist icas comuns do Homem e outros
animais. Indica a maior diferen^a.
2. Qual o povo pre-histor ico que habitou a Peninsula
Iberica, e e apontado como o antepassado do povo
portugues?
3. Explica a formacao do reino de Portugal.
A ^
4. Explica a ac<^ao dos reis da 1 Dinastia. Faz
referencia a lei das Sesmarias.
5. Urn dos capitulos mais gloriosos da nossa Historia e
a Epoca dos Descobr imentos . Nomeia 11 territories
que por alguns seculos foram, ou sao ainda, posse-
ssoes portuguesas.
6. Indica 3 causas e 3 consequencias das Descobertas
marit imas
.
7. Explica as causas (3 pelo menos) que conduziram
Portugal a crise de 1580. Qual a consequencia
imediata dessa crise?
262
8. Durante a guerra civil havia dois partidos que se
gladiavam. Quais eram?
9. Como surgiu o Estado Novo? Explica a sua ideologia
cultural e refere-te apolitica colonial.
10.
Como sabes houve uma Revolucao que pos fim a Ditadura
Marcelista e implantou urn regime democratico em
Portugal. Qual foi? Quais os varios partidos
politicos e seus presidentes que, seguidamente
,
se formaram?
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Acta de encerramento
Aos quinze dias do mes de Junho, pelas treze horas
da tarde, reuniram-se na Escola Oficial Portuguesa de
Ludlow a professora Maria Adelaide Gregorio dos Santos da
Fonseca Pires, directora da referida escola e professora
do sexto ano de escolaridade na mesma, e a professora
Ercflia Machado Pires Barroso Castro da Escola Portuguesa
de Milford nomeada pelo Sr. Consul Geral de Portugal em
Boston, Dr. Rui Goulart de Avila, para colaborar no acto
de avaliacao do sexto ano de escolaridade conforme o
superiormente determinado. Presente, tambem, esteve a
responsavel pelos Servicos do Ensino Easico e Secundario
de Portugues nos Estados Unidos, Inspectora Emilia Isaura
Soares de Mendon<ja que acompanhou os respectivos trabalhos.
Apos cuidada analise dos processos individuals dos
alunos concluiram que os vinte alunos a quern corresponde-
ram os processos analisados atingiram, com aproveitamento,
o exigido pelo programa de Lingua e Cultura portuguesas
destinado aos Cursos de Portugues reconhecidos oficial-
mente
.
Nao havendo mais nada a tratar e, apos se terem
cumprido as formalidades exigidas foram encerrados os
trabalhos depois de lida esta acta em voz alta e pelas
presentes assinada.
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A directora e professora
Maria Adelaide Gregorio dos Santos da Fonseca Pires
A professora colaborante
Ercilia B. Castro
A Inspectora
Emilia Isaura Soares de Mendonca
Appendix E
Questionnaire for Evaluative Purpose
Students and Parents
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